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This study uses a dynamic linear program to determine the

optimum cropping pattern which should be followed by a specific

San Joaquin Valley, California, farm in order to maximize returns

to fixed factors of production. The study combines as much per-

tinent information as could be gained from personal interviews with

the specific Case Farm's managers. The study also draws on

previous production and cost analysis data of California conditions

in order to build a complete linear program model. The Case

Farm's linear program activities are confined mainly to field crops;

cotton, barley, milo, alfalfa, safflower, and sugar beets and some

related activities such as fallow land and double cropping. The

linear program restrictions directly include availability of land of

various degrees of fertility, the availability of irrigation water and
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federal cotton allotment programs. The availability of equipment

at critical times of the crop season is also considered. The dy-

namic aspect of the linear program occurs because the Case Farm's

rotational policy is included. The program selects an optimum

crop plan for three years based on the crops being grown in the

initial year.

The optimum crop plan selected by the dynamic linear program

appears to be consistent with known data and capable of being opera-

tional as far as the managers of the Case Farm are concerned.

There is also evidence that the economic benefits gained from

making future crop plans with the aid of this dynamic linear

program will outweigh the cost of developing and executing the

linear program model.
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THE USE OF A DYNAMIC LINEAR PROGRAM FOR
SELECTING OPTIMUM CROPPING PATTERNS ON
A SAN. JOAQUIN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, FARM

I. INTRODUCTION

The Primar1 Management Problem

A basic and continuing problem faced by management of an

operating farm is allocation of the farm's limited resources among

the crops produced to achieve maxrnum profits. In a diversified

farming operation land may become available for new crop

plantings several times a year, depending on the nature of the

crops, and decisions on succeeding new crops must be made con-

tinually. Land, equipment, water, labor, capital, and govern-

ment allotments may be important restrictions the manager of

the firm considers fixed at the time of planting. The manager

must project the use of resources during each possible crop's

growing and harvest seasons to insure that no conflicts with other

crops currently in production will occur, He must examine each

crop under consideration in reference to preceding and succeeding

crops so that acceptable crop rotation3l practices will be main-

tained. Finally, he must consider the relative yields, cost of

production, and market prices for each possible crop during its



planting, production, and harvest periods.

Although managers of all farm firms are faced with opera-

tional problems of this type, the ones facing managers of large,

diversified California crop farms are especially important be-

cause of the complexity of relatioLnships involved in this decision-

making process. The problem is especially complex in the San

Joaquin Valley area because the climate is favorable for producing

a large variety of field crops. The manager not only has an un-

usually large number of possible activities to consider, but he

must review them more frequently than a farmer in other sec-

tions of the country because the growing season in the San Joaquin

Valley is so long. Planting and harvest dates associated with

the possible activities span the entire year; therefore, the man-

ager is faced with deciding how best to utilize his farm's re-

sources the year around instead of only in the spring and/or fall.

Approaches to Solution of the Primary Problem

The heuristic approach1 to management decision making

enables the farm manager to consider all the possible alternatives

1 Heuristics is the common sense or "ruie of thumb" approach
to decision making and is in contrast to the algorithmic
method. Algorithms are mathematical models which have
been shown to provide the "optimum" solution after carrying
out some finite number of mathematical steps.

2
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in the problem, eliminate the least feasible alternatives, and

make a relatively accurate decision. This method combines

intuition, facts, and considered opinions in the decision-making

process. If adequate information is available, if predictable

risks are involved, and if no conflicts among possible activities

occur, management can be reasonably assured that an answer

derived by the heuristic method is correct. But if information

is lacking, risks are not well defined, and inherent properties

of activities considered do cause conflicts during production, a

solution derived solely by a heuristic method will not be as

accurate as may be desired.

Use of quantitative analysis is a second approach to the solu-

tion of the primary problem. This method does not usually supply

a complete system for solution of the problem, but rather func-

tions as a tool in the hands of the decision maker. These quanti-

tative tools may be grouped in the following classes: linear

programming, simulation, game theory, operations research,

and probability. Because a quantitative tool of analysis will

combine into one mathematical model all information contained

in sub-problems of the farm previously combined only heuristi-

cally by the farm manager, and because the problem can then be

solved mathematically, the probability of finding the most

accurate solution is increased.



The Specific Problem and the Quantitative Approach
to Obtain a Solution

The plan of this thesis is to apply a method of quantitative

analysis to the allocation of a specific San Joaquin Valley, Cali-

fornia, farm's resources to the production of various field crop

activities. The Case Farm's present method of making crop

plans is time-consuming and not as accurate as desired An

increase in efficiency of decision making on crop plans should

result in an increase in the farm's total profit. It would give

the manager more time to consider other problems, and it should

increase the accuracy of the final crop plan decision. Quanti-

tative analytical methods are efficient and provide highly specific

results, and therefore would seem ideally suited for use on the

Case Farm.

The present organization of the Case Farm imposes few

limitations on the selection of cropping plans; those which do

exist, however, are definitely restrictive. The possible crop

alternatives are varied and numerous. The objective is the long-

run maximization of profit.

Various forms of linear programming can produce complete

models of decision-making alternatives and provide solutions that

maximize certain variables which are dependent on the

4



2Linear programming also requires a nonnegative condition.
The case problem satisfies this condition because no negative
amount of crop activities can be produced.
By dating the input-output coefficients of the linear program to
identify them with the proper crop growing season, the linear
program becomes dynamic. Using a dynamic model on the Case
Farm has two advantages. First, it provides a more realistic
picture of the farm's crop rotation practices. Second, it allows
crop activities to be selected and profits to be optimized over a
planning period of several years instead of just one season.

3
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profitability of the crop alternatives. In this case the dependent

variable is the acreage of the various crop activities to be

planted. The Case Farm's present management has set a. level

of inputs it feels is optimum for production of each crop alter-

native. At this single point or level of inputs the production func-

tion may be assumed linear for purposes of this problem. The

linearity assumption is necessary because no data are generally

available on the exact shape of the production function for each

alternative crop.

The complex mathematical equations involved in a dynamic

linear program are most easily solved by using a high-speed

electronic computer. Management of the Case Farm has access

to sufficient computer capacity to solve this type of program;

therefore, use of a dynamic linear program in the crop planning

function is feasible.



Previous Uses of Linear Programming for Crop Planning
on California Farms

Many agricultural studies have been made with the aid of

linear programming. It is important, however, that all of the

studies made were very generalized or theoretical in nature.

Mr. Ed Libra, Jr., University of California Agricultural Exten-

sion Farm Management Specialist, knows of no California farm

firm which now has a specific linear program for crop planning

in operation. J. G. Boswell Company of Corcoran, California,

is planning to test run a program containing data for optimum

cropping plans in the near future, and the Newhall Land Company

is using quantitative analysis and computer techniques to improve

efficiency of equipment utilization. They, too, have tentative

6

Two examples are: Trimble R. Hedges, and Charles V. Moore,
"Economicg of On-Farm Irrigation Water Availability and Costs,
and Related Farm Adjustments. This study uses linear
programming to calculate optimum cropping plans for a variety
of possible water costs and quantity conditions on a generalized
model 640-acre farm. W. Neil Schaller, and Gerald W. Dean,
'Predicting Regional Crop Production: An Application of Re-
cursive Programming." Recursive linear programming was used
to explain and predict changes in the production of cotton and
alternative crops in Fresno County, California.

5 .Ed Libra, Jr., Farm Management Specialist.
munication. Davis, California, June 7, 1967.

Personal corn-



plans to use linear programming in making cropping decisions.

It would thus appear that, although California has many large

farming firms which can well afford the expense of developing

this quantitative method of analysis to improve operations,

linear programming for crop planning has not been widely

adopted.

Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to construct a dynamic

linear program which will solve for the optimum crop plan on a

specific California crop farm. Information to be used in con-

structing the model includes the Case Farm's past production

data, current crop budgets approximating yields, costs, and

commodity prices, information on cultural practices, and the

nature and supply of resources related to the problem.

A second objective is to evaluate the quantitative technique

used in relation to its value for possible future use in similar

situations. A discussion of expected results, if the linear

program is permanently employed on the Case Farm, is also

included.

The third and final objective is to provide an example linear

program for other workers who may be studying similar problems.

Each new case must be solved through analysis of its own specific

7



data, but identification of conditions presently unidentified in

developing linear programs will aid the future development of

quantitative methods in crop planning.

Plan of Thesis

Chapter II deals with the organization of the Case Farm.

The farm's resources and limitations are listed and discussed

by natural, technological, economic, and institutional conditions.

All are discussed as they apply to the Case Farm, rather than

as they specifically apply to the linear program.

Chapter III defines the linear program activities or pro-

cesses, the farm resources and limitations as linear program

constraints, and the farm's profit margins as an objective func-

tion. The technique of analysis is described in detail in the last

half of the chapter.

Chapter IV discusses the solution and its possible imple-

mentation on the Case Farm. Chapter V is a discussion of the

benefits and limitations of the dynamic linear program approach

to crop planning.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE FARM

Farm Organization, Location, and Size

The Case Farm is a large incorporated commercial farm

specializing mainly in irrigated field crop production. Most

principal farming decisions are made and put into practice by a

general manager and an operational manager, who have respon-

sibility over specific farming functions, The operational man-

ager is assisted in the field by an irrigation foreman. All har-

vesting and practically all land preparation, planting, and crop

cultivation are hired on a contract basis with independent equip-

ment owners and operators. This type of organization provides

a flexible base from which the company can select enterprises

best suited to achieving its goals.

Management personnel is aided in the office by a staff of

secretaries and bookkeepers who keep financial and production

accounts of the farming operation. An IBM Model 1130 computer

The management of the farming operation whose actual re-
sources, production techniques, and profit margins form the
basis of this research paper has asked not to be identified by
name. During the course of the paper, the farm will be re-
ferred to as the Case Farm or Case Farm Company.

9
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system is also employed for use in financial accounting.

The Case Farm is located on Fresno County's highly agri-

culturally productive "West Side." This area is characterized

as the major cotton producing region in the state; however, where

farmers have sufficient irrigation water available above that re-

quired to produce their full cotton allotments, a great variety

of other field crops can be planted. Barley, rnilo, safflower,

sugar beets, alfalfa hay, and alfalfa seed are of major impor-

tanceJn this respect. Some vegetable crops, such as melons

and tomatoes, will also produce good yields on the "West Side."

Most farms in the "West Side" area are relatively large.

The Case Farm has over 20, 000 acres of crop land under company

control, and although the majority of the farms are not this

large, there are several which are much larger. In order for

management to be more effective planners and decision makers,

these large farms are generally divided into many smaller

planning units. Factors used in determining these smaller

operational units are:

Physical location in relation to the whole farm;

Varying rental, leasing, or ownership arrangements;

Physical properties of the soil; and

Conditions of irrigation water supply.
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On a large farm with fairly uniform conditions, operational

units are sometimes selected on the basis of section lines.

These units are in turn subdivided into fields in accordance

with the unitts natural boundaries, soil conditions, or irrigation

water distribution system. Crop plans are made and production

records are maintained on the basis of these fields and opera-

tional units on the Case Farm.

Present and Projected Cropping Systems

The Case Farm is primarily a field crop producing opera-

tion. Several factors induce the production of field crops over

other cropping systems, i. e., vineyards, orchards, vegetable

crops, and permanent pastures. First, the general climate,

soil, and marketing systems of the central San Joaquin Valley

are highly conducive to field crop production. Second, much of

the Case Farm's major activity is reclamation of saline land for

profitable crop production. Certain field crops have high salt

tolerance and can be produced profitably while the soil recla-

mation project is in process. Third, almost two-thirds of the

Case Farm's land is under some short-term lease or rental

arrangement, and this alone precludes production of many crops

of a fixed nature (orchards, vineyards, pastures, et cetera).

Fourth, at present there are no adequate housing facilities for



migrant seasonal labor, or a resident labor supply of sufficient

size to allow production of crops requiring a great deal of

manual labor. Fifth, in addition to the usual marketing facili-

ties, the Case Farm has a cattle feedlot operating in the immed-

iate vicinity; thus, it has a ready market for its barley, milo,

and alfalfa crops.

Personal conversation with the farm's managers revealed

they would be willing to accept the following crops if selected in

a profit maximizing plan: cotton, sugar beets, milo, barley, barley-

milo double crop, safflower, and alfalfa. Although there is no

significant difference between these crops and crops presently

grown, there may be considerable differences in the amounts of

each crop produced under the plan to be developed in this paper.

Table 1 is a summary of important characteristics of each

crop considered.

12

7
Economic advantages may accrue to both the farm and the
feedlot operation because of short hauls of the grain or alfalfa.
Thus, it becomes possible to deliver much of the alfalfa dry
chopped from the field to the feedlot. The feedlot also provides
steer manure for the farm cropping operation. This manure is
charged at the market price, but shortness of haul makes it an
economical substitute for some chemical fertilizer.



Table 1. Important Characteristics of Crops on the Case Farm

*This figure is as percent of the entire farming company. A small percentage of some operational
units is devoted to vineyards, alfalfa seed, lettuce seed, and field corn.

Crop Season Use
How

produced

Intensity
of

water use

Adaptability
to

saline soil

Adaptability
to

heavy soil

Acreage as percent
of total

1967 crop plan*

Cotton Summer Fiber
and
oil

Row crop High Good Good 10. 27

Sugar
beets

Winter Sugar Row crop High Good Fair 2.54

Barley Winter Feed
grain

Solid
plant

Low Good Good 48. 28

Mb Summer Feed
grain

Row crop Moderate Fair Fair 1.89

Barley-
milo
double
crop

Barley-milo double crop ha the same characteristics as barley and milo grown
separately; both crops are produced in one growing season instead of two.

0.00
Safflower Winter Oil Solid

plant
Low Fair Good 1.01

Alfalfa Peren-
nial

Forage Solid
plant

Very high Fair Poor 33. 26



8However, they are generally considered as one operational
unit for possible sale or rental agreements.

14

Resources and Restrictions

Land and Soil Characteristics

The specific case problem deals with two of the farming

company's operational units, designated as the East 9 and the

SRC. These two units are not contiguous with each other or with

any other of the farm's units, and they vary considerably in soil

type and irrigation facilities., 8

The East 9 is a square section of 640 gross acres or 612 net

crop acres. The section is usually divided into four equal-

sized, regular-shaped fields but could be subdivided into smaller

square units if profitable. The soil is light, of good fertility,

and uniform throughout the entire section (the soil is similar to

the Columbia Soil Series (6, p. 23-26). Although this unit is

more recently developed than the SRC, it is considered the more

fertile and versatile of the two. Reclamation has been rapid

because the soil is light, and high sodium levels have been cor-

rected by leaching and by adding gypsum.

The SRC operational unit is irregularly divided because one

of its natural boundaries is a slough. This unit consists of 720

64o acres is the total number of acres in the section; elimination
of roads and other noncrop acreage leaves a net of 612 crop acres.



gross acres or 633 net crop acres, and it contains eight fields

of unequal size. The soil type is heavy and the fields are arbi-

trarily divided into areas of moderate fertility and low fertility.

Based on the managerT s observation of crops produced over the

last three or four years, the breakdown is:

Moderate Productivity Low Productivity

Field 1. 153 acres Field 3 65 acres
Field 2 45 acres Field 4 53 acres
Field 7 96 acres Field 5 111 acres

Field 6 1.10 acres10
Field 8 27 acres

15

Total crop acres .. 294 acres Total crop acres . . 366 acres

Although this unit has been under cultivation longer, per-acre

production is lower than on the East 9 because of the heavy tex-

tured soil (similar to the Merced Soil Series (6, p. 3 9-42)), and

high salinity and/or high sodium-calcium ratios in the soil

complex.

'°Field 8 has not been reclaimed and therefore is not suitable
for crop production.



Local Climatological Data

The climate of California's central San Joaquin Valley poses

few restrictions on crop activities. The Valley has a fairly

predictable weather cycle, a long, warm, growing season, and

is relatively free of catastrophic climatic conditions. The climate

is dry and mild in the winter and hot in the swnmer. About 70

percent of the total sunshine is received from March 1 through

October 31; 81 percent of the year is sunny. There is a reduc-

tion of sunshine during December, January, and February be-

cause of fog. Foggy periods sometimes extend for periods as

long as two weeks.

The temperature ranges from a January mean of 45. 50 F.

to a July mean of 81. 3° F. The last killing frost in spring is

around February 9, and the first killing frost in the winter is

usually around December 1. The average growing season is

291 days, sufficient for most temperate zone crops.

The annual average rainfall is 9. 57 inches, with 68 percent

of the rain falling from December through March, and

93 percent falling from October through April. There is an

16

1 1Local climatological data are based on information gathered
from the Fresno Air Terminal, Fresno, California.
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average of 47 rainy days per year, and snowfall is rare. Except

for short periods of stormy weather in the winter, operations can

be carried out on all farm land the entire year.

Figure 1 emphasizes the major limitation imposed by valley

climate on agricultural production: the need for supplemental

irrigation water.

Weeds, Insects, and Disease Organisms

As with all farms, if the Case Farm is to remain in business

and maintain the productive value of its land, the interactions

between crop plans and weeds, insects, and diseases must be

taken into consideration. In norm3l farming operations the Case

Farm employs two methods to combat the crop losses attributed

to weeds, insects, and diseases. The two methods are control

and prevention.

Control measures usually consist of applying chemicals

such a.s herbicides, insecticides, or fungicide seed treatments.

These measures give direct benefit to the crop to which they are

applied, and their cost is charged directly to the cost of produc-

tion.

Preventionmeasures are designed to keep pests already

present at low levels. They are accomplished through proper

cultural practices, especially a sound policy of crop rotations.
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Figure 1. Rainfall in the San Joaquin Valley, California area.

Source: Fresno County, California, weather bureau. Average precipitation - 1905-1958.
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'2"State" is defined here as the natural conditions prevailing
in a given production year that influence crop planting deci-
sions for the next production year.

19

Prevention is particularly important when used against disease

organisms and weeds. Many soil-borne organisms have no other

method of control. The Case Farm has an especially severe

problem with weeds because heavy applications of steer manure

containing many viable weed seeds are made anivally.

The actual cost of prevention measures is not easily defined.

The main cost is the inability to produce the most profitable

crops if the threat of serious disease or weed infestations is

high because proper measures were not taken.

Through personal conversation with the Case Farm's man-

agers, a list of rotational practices for preventing severe in-

festations of weeds and pests was derived. Table 2 is a sum-

mary of that list. It should be noted that crop land at the be-

ginning of a second production year is in a different "state2

than it was in the first production year because of the crop

activities planted in the first year; that is, even though soil

fertility can be held fairly constant through application of

fertilizers, a field cannot be considered the same in the second

year because ecological relationships of weeds and pests have



Table 2. Crop Rotational Policies, San Joaquin Valley, California, Case Farm

Continued

Crop
Number of years

of continual
production

Major weeds and diseases
suppressed by a rotational

crop

Acceptable crops for in-
clusion in a rotation

Barley Maximum 2 out
of 3 years

Winter weeds especially
grasses, rot organisms,
scald and net bloch

Milo, alfalfa, safflower
cotton, sugar beets or
fallow

Milo Maximum 2 out
of 3 years

Summer annual and
perennial weeds, head
smut organisms

Barley, safflower, alfalfa,
cotton, sugar beets or
fallow

Barley-milo Maximum 2 out
of 3 years

Barley root rot organisms,
mild head smut

Alfalfa, safflower, cotton,
sugar beets, or fallow

Alfalfa At least 1 year
break after last
year of an alfalfa
crop

Perennial weeds, root
rot organisms

Barley, milo, barley-milo,
alfalfa, cotton, sugar
beets, fallow

Safflower Maximum 1 out
of 2 years

Winter grasses, broad-
leaf weeds, rust, root
rot organisms

Barley, milo, barley-milo,
alfalfa, cotton, sugar
beets, fallow



Table 2. Crop Rotational Policies, San Joaquin Valley, California, Case Farm - - Continued

Crop
Number of years

of continual
production

Major weeds and diseases
suppressed by a rotational

crop

Acceptable crops for in-
clusion in a rotation

Cotton Maximum 2 out
of 3 years

Summer annual and
perennial weeds,
verticilium wilt

Barley, milo, barley-milo.
alfalfa, safflower or
fallow

Sugar beets Maximum 1 out
of 3 years

Summer annuals and
perennials, grasses,
root rot, nematodes

Barley, milo, barley-milo,
alfalfa, cotton, safflower,
fallow

Fallow Continuous All weeds and diseases All crops
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changed. To maintain the lowest weed and pest levels, the Case

Farm follows the rotational policy as outlined in Table 2. Crops

simply are planted or not planted according to this policy. If a

crop is selected for planting, then projected yields, holding

other factors constant, will be assumed the same each time it

is planted regardless of the exact preceding crop history. If

crops are not rotated according to the rotati onal policy it is

assumed soil fertility can be maintained for long rotations of

one crop by applying commercial fertilizer; but if weeds and

disease organisms are allowed to go unchecked the farmer can

expect to suffer anywhere from zero to 100 percent loss through

crop failure.

Irrigation Water Supply and Crop Requirements

The rainfall versus summer temperatures information in

Figure 1 graphically illustrates that all summer-grown crops

in the San Joaquin Valley need supplemental irrigation water,

and that most winter-grown crops will also benefit from the

application of supplemental water. The mean yearly precipita-

tion of 9. 5 inches to 10 inches does not fulfill the consumptive

water requirements of San Joaquin Valley crops in the winter

or in the summer. All plans on the Case Farm must take into
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account the consumptive water requirement of each crop, the

availability of the water (particularly in heavy water use periods),

and the efficiency with which this water can be moved from its

source to the root zone of the crop.

Water Availability13

The East 9 operational unit is irrigated from three deep

well turbine pumps developing 2, 1,45 gallons per minute (gpm),

2,434 gpm, and 2, 132 gpm. The total output is 6, 711 gpm, or

14. 83 acre-inches per hour. 14

The SRC operational unit has two deep well turbine pumps

and two lift pumps. The lift pumps obtain water from a nearby

slough where water is available in quantities sufficient to service

the two pumps the entire year. A deep well pump and a lift

13Data on the availability of water are probably the most accurate
of all data contained in this study All water on the Case Farm
is delivered via electric motor-driven pumps, either deep
well turbine or lift type Upon request of the owner, the Paci-
fic Gas and Electric Company (local power utility) will accu-
rately measure the water output of each pump periodically,
it is from such a Pacific Gas and Electric pump test that thse
datawere obtained.

conversion of gallons-per-minute to acre-inches per hour
will expedite explanation of consumptive water use in suc-
ceeding sections.

gallons per minuteAcre inches per hour
= 452
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pump (Set I) - - developing 2, 188 gpm and 1, 000 gpm, respectively- -

irrigate fields 1, 2 , and 7. The other deep well pump and lift

pump (Set II)--developing 2, 343 gpm and 1,600 gpm, respec-

tively--irrigate fields 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Because field 7 can

draw water from either set of pumps, a definition of absolute

water limitations is complicated. If it is assumed the pumps

of Set I irrigate only fields 1 and 2, then 16 gpm, per acre, of

water are available to them. If the pumps of Set II are used to

irrigate field 7, then it can also receive 16 gpm per acre of

water and the three fields (all of which have moderate fertility)

can be grouped as a single irrigation unit with 10. 44 acre inches

per hour of water available throughout the year. Fields 3, 4,

5, and 6 then will obtain water from the pumps in Set II and can

also be grouped as a single irrigation unit. This unit, containing

fields of low fertility, will receive a maximum of 5. 32 acre

inches per hour of water throughout the year. 15

Efficiency of the Irrigation Distribution System

In the transportation of water from its source to the crops

root zone, losses in the water available for consumptive use

15 The condition to keep in mind is the possible transfer of water
between field 7 and the fields of low fertility: fields 3, 4, 5,
and 6.



will occur. Therefore, the actual water available to the plant

will not equal the pumping capacities stated in the previous section.

Losses of water are due to canal water loss, tailwater loss, 16

and evaporation. 17 Estimates of water losses in distribution

were made in a generalized study by the University of California

(14, p. 12-13); figures from this study have been used in making

the calculations for Table 3.

The East 9 operational unit's irrigation distribution system

is characterized by medium soil texture, concrete mainlines

every one-fourth mile, one-half mile irrigation runs, and a

tailwater return system at the end of each irrigation run. With

this system, distribution losses are estimated at five percent

of the total water available.

The SRC unit's distribution system, oi the other hand, is

characterized by heavy soil, open surface ditches, variable

length irrigation runs usually about one-fourth mile long, and

o tailwater return system. This distribution system is estimated

25

6Tailwater is the excessive irrigation water which runs off at
the end of the field.

17Deep percolation will be considered with the consumptive
use of water.



to cause approximately 26 percent loss of the total water

available.

Table 3 lists the net water available to each operational

unit considered.

Table WaterAvailable from Pumping on Case Farm Units

Ope rational
unit

Total
available

water/hr.

Percent of Net
water available
loss water/hr.

Timing and Rate of Consumptive Water Use

The major portion of the net water available goes for con-

sumptive use by the crops in production The remainder is lost

through deep percolation (either unintentionally or as a means

of leaching soluble salts from the soil), or it is used to saturate

the dry soil to a point where the water becomes available to the

plant

In the summer each particular crop's use o net water

available is a function of stage of growth, climatic conditions,

26

East 9 14. 83 acre 5 14.09 acre
inches inches

SRC: moder- 10.44 acre 26 7. 73 acre
ate fertility inches - inches

SRC: low 5. 32 acre 26 3.94 acre
fertility inches inches
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and chemical and physical conditions of the soil. It is therefore

necessary to call on several data sources to ascertain the anti-

cipated irrigation requirements. For the Case Farm, theoretical

data were studied to learn what the general trend in water use is;

comparisons were then made with the amounts of water budgeted

for each crop in the planning budgets, the variance in water use

rates associated with different crop yields, and farm records

maintained by the irrigation foreman on selected crops in each

operational unit. All the data studied are combined in Table 4,

which the farm's managers approved as a reasonable estimate

of the farm's irrigation practices.

Whenever the total amount of irrigation water is considered

as a possible limitation on crop production, consideration should

be given to both the time period that the water is available and

the period in which it is required by the crops. To produce

profitable crops the proper timing of water application throughout

the growing season is just as important as the proper amount.

The available water as defined on the Case Farm is "the total

quantity that can be pumped by the farm's present system of

pumps in a given amount of time. " As a necessary condition of

this definition, water not needed and not pumped in one time

period cannot be pumped or used in a later time period (once

the pump's capacity has been reached).



Continued

Table 4. Supplemental Water Requirement of Crops on Case Farm Units

Water use in acre inches on the East 9
Dec 1 Oct 1

Crop Feb 28 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Sep 30 Total

Cotton 1/14 pre 6 12 14 ,14 60
Sugar beets
Safflower 2/9 pre;-

6 6

6
9
6

12 16 14 14 pre
9 pre*

77
30

Barley 6 6 12 pre 24
Milo 4pre*4 pre* 6 6 6 26
Barley-milo 3/Alfalfa, est.1

6

6
6
6 9

12 pre
9

6
12

6
12

12 pre
24 pre

48
87

Alfalfa, mat. 6 6 9 9 12 12 72
Alfalfa, short 6 6 9 9 12 4 55

Water use in acre inches on the SRC, moderate fertility 5/

Cotton 18 pre 12 14 14 58
Sugar beets 12 12 12 18 pre 72
Safflower 10 pre* 10 pre* 34
Barley 10 14 pre 24
Milo r e 4 pre* 6 20
Barley-milo 10 12 pre 14 pre 38



Table 4 Supplemental Water Requirement of Crops on Case Farm Units - - Continued

1Prepre -irrigation.
2

3Alfalfa -establishment year.
4Alfalfa -mature.

Pre*pre -irrigation equally divided between two time periods.

5Production of alfalfa is not economically feasible on the SRC unit, and sugar beets, milo, and
barley-milo show negative profit margins when produced on the low fertility unit. Therefore
these crops are not considered here.

Source: Case Farm budget and production records.

Water use in acre inches on the SRC, low fertility

Dec 1 Octl
Crop Feb 28 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Nov 30 Total

Cotton
Safflower
Barley

18 pre
10 pre*

10
8 6

12 14 14
10 pre*
14 pre

58
34
24
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The principle followed in selecting water use time periods

was to keep the number of periods as few as possible and yet

maintain uniformity in water use for each crop. Assigning time

periods is simplified if two types of irrigation are recognized:

pre -irrigation and crop irrigation. Pre -irrigation is a widely

accepted practice for all field crops in the San Joaquin Valley

and is done during the land preparation period before planting.

Timing of these irrigations is not extremely critical as long as

they occur after a proper sequence of land preparation activities

and within the basic land preparation time period. Crop irriga-

tion occurs during the actual season of growth. Because of the

biological growth habits of plants, consumptive water use in-

creases as the plant matures, and. then decreases in the plant's

later stages. Crop irrigations, however, are applied in "lump

sum' amounts at various points on the consumptive use function.

These irrigations are usually critical in their timing, but within

the entire critical crop irrigation time period the water require-

ment can be approximated as uniform.

The main pre-irrigation time periods are October 1 to

November 30 for fall or winter planted crops--sugar.beets,

barley, safflower, and alfalfa; and December 1 to February 28

for the very late winter or early spring crops--cotton and some
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safflower. Construction of a feasible estimate of crop irrigations

is possible if irrigations are divided into one-month intervals

throughout the spring and summer. Table 4 shows water use by

selected crops during these basic irrigation periods. Other special

considerations will be listed when linear programming activities

are discussed.

Farm Equipment Availability and Requirements

As much as 80 to 90 percent of the Case Farm's land prepar-

ation and crop cultivation operations, and 100 percent of the farm's

harvesting and hauling operations are done on a custom rate basis

by independent equipment owners and operators. The farm's

managers consider costs of hiring all work done by custom

operators comparable to overhead costs of buying and maintaining

their own equipment plus the variable costs of operating it.

Within the limits of this problem, as long as the Case Farm is

farming the specific operational units considered here, then

custom hiring will be considered the principal source of equipment.

Obviously, there exists a maximum limit on the availability of this

custom equipment in any given season. In the past, however, when

the farm has operated under its usual cropping system the avail-

ability of custom materials has not been a limiting restraint.
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For the purposes of this problem it appears advisable to

develop an equipment restraint in order to obtain a solution

within some reasonable bounds. The most relevant reason for

posing hypothetical restrictions is that while no equipment re-

striction appeared while the farm was maintaining a usual

crop pattern this analysis considers cropping systems not

usually followed on the Case Farm, and also cropping activities

in different proportions from the usual. A new organization of

crop plans may cause very critical or intensive equipment use

periods to arise, in which case an equipment restriction could

occur. Although the absolute amounts of equipment needed and

that available are not known, an approximate limitation can and

will be used in solving for a new cropping system.

There are many different ways to calculate equipment require-

ments and use. The best source of actual farm data was the gross

cost figure in the planning budgets for land preparation, seeding,

crop cultivation, and harvesting. The time periods in which the

funds for equipment use were allotted were found in the cash flow

of funds budgets. The budgets indicated the general trend in

amounts of heavy equipment used in land preparation, light

equipment used for seeding and crop cultivation, and equip-

ment used in harvesting and hauling. However, no attempt was

made to enter harvest equipment in the model as a restriction
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on activities. It is common practice in this area for farmers to

hire custom harvesting equipment, and if a farm, including the

Case Farm, should change its crop activities it would have little

effect on total availability of harvest equipment in the area.

Most heavy and light equipment is owned by the individual

farmers, and extra or unusual amounts of custom equipment are

not always available on demand. Heavy equipment is defined as

that above 35 draw bar horsepower (DBHP) and is used for the

major land preparation activities. Excluded from this class is

the extremely heavy equipment (above 80 DBHP) primarily used

for ripping, leveling, or land planing operations which are

performed when needed, regardless of the cropping system.

Light equipment is that of 25-35 DBHP used for seed bed

mulching, seeding, and crop cultivation.

The data on equipment use were developed from data obtained

from the local farm advisorTs office, 18 and equipment use studies

of the area by the University of California(l, p. 1-73).

18 Cost analysis worksheets: Grain sorghum, single cropped;
grain sorghum, double cropped; irrigated barley in disked
cotton land; dry land barley production; irrigated barley;
sugar beet production; cotton production; and safflower
production; Fresno County Farm and Home Advisor.
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A calendar of operations was developed for each crop and is shown

in Appendix I. The dates of equipment use overlap in some cases

because of variation in lengths of seasons needed to perform field

operations. Table 5 shows availability of equipment hours per

period, and Table 6 shows equipment requirements in hours per

acre by crops in each time period.

Labor Availability and Requirements

The effect of labor on the operation of the Case Farm is

significantly different from that found on most commercial family

farms. Labor can and will be hired for productive activities

as long as the marginal cost of that labor is less than its marginal

value. The family farm, in cotLtrast, may impose restrictions

on the ultimate size of the farm labor force which are not speci-

fically related to economic factors. For all practical purposes

there is no restriction on the supply of labor at present wage

rates for the Case Farm's irrigation and equipment operations.

The labor supply for hand thinning, hand weeding, and hand

harvesting, however, is limited in this particular area. Part

of the restriction imposed by this limited labor supply was

resolved when crops requiring large quantities of hand labor

during harvest were eliminated from consideration by the



* Heavy equipment is that above 35 DBHP and is used in the major land preparation activities.
** Light equipment is that of 25-35 DBHP used for some seed bed mulching, seeding, and crop

cultivation..
DBHP = draw bar horsepower.

Table 5. Hours of Available Equipment Use, Case Farm

Equipment
class

Number of Percent of days
Time period working days with bad weather

Net working Actual working Total hours
days hours / day available

Heavy* Oct 1-Dec 15 65 10 58 8 464
Heavy Dec 16-Apr 1 90 25 68 8 544
Heavy Jun 16-Jul 1 13 1 13 9 117
Heavy Oct 1-Feb 1 100 15 85 7 595
Heavy Dec 15-Jan 1 12 25 8 7 56
Heavy Nov 15-Dec 15 25 20 20 7 140
Light** Mar 1-May 15 65 15 55 9 495
Light May 16-Jun 15 25 5 18 9 162
Light Jun 15-Jul 15 25 1 25 9 225
Light Jul 16-Aug 15 25 1 25 9 225



Table 6. Equipment Requirements of Crops in Hours Per Acre, Case Farm

* These periods overlap some other periods but are essential because the land preparation for certain crops must be done within them.
When equipment is required in an overlap period it is entered in both periods.

**There would be virtually no light equipment required in years of full alfalfa production unless some harvest activity was not custom
hired. Equipment shown is for hay raking operation only.

Equip-
ment
class priod

Oct 1-Dec 15

De 16 - Apr 1

June 16-July 1
*

Oct 1 - Feb
*

Dec 15-jan 1
*

Nov 15-Dec 1

Mar 1-May 15

May 16 -June 15

June 16-July 15

July 16 - Aug 15

Crop

Cotton

1.39

.29

.29

.57

.26

Sugar
beets

.89

.86

.26

usual
case

Barley Milo

usual
case

.89

.45

.31

usual
case

.56

.89

66

Barley-milo Safflower

usual
case

.44

.45

. 89

Alfalfa
after
cotton
or b-rn

.56

.56

after
alfalfa

89

.45

.31

.29

26

after
cotton
or b-rn

.56

.89

.56

.66

after
cotton

28

.28

Establish-
ment

.45

.44

. 89

roduction

**
.26

**
.39

**
.26

**
39

removal

.48Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

Heavy

Light

Light

Light

Light

.56



19managers.

The two crops under consideration which do require hand labor

are cotton and sugar beets--hand weeding and thinning are essen-

tial for their production. Sugar beets require up to 24 hours per

acre in April and 8 hours per acre in May; cotton requires up

to 10 hours per acre in May and 7. 5 hours per acre in June.

Even though these requirements exist, it seems reasonable to

omit a labor restriction from the Case Farm model for two

reasons. First, the amounts of labor involved in weeding and

thinning these crops is of minor importance in comparison with

the amounts needed to produce hand harvested crops. Second,

cotton and sugar beets are already severely restricted by

acreage allotments and rotational restrictions and are rapidly

becoming mechanized in thinning and weed control, so that no

overtaxing of the labor market is expected.

Materials Availability and Requirements

No cropping system under consideration includes materials,

special buildings, or storage facilities that would impose a

37

19Limited labor was not the only reason these crops were
eliminated. See section on Present and Projected Cropping
Systems.
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limiting effect on production. In the planning budgets $14. OG

per acre is expended for steer manure for most crops. The

manure is obtained from an adjacent feedilot, and it is con-

ceivable that its availability might become limited. In such an

event the Case Farm would simpiy substitute more commercial

fertilizer to compensate for this limitation.

All seed, commercial fertilizer, insecticides, and herbicides

used in the Case Farm's operations are considered nonlimiting

factors, providing capital is available for their purchase.

Capital

The availability of capital for the entire Case Farm is

limited within a certain range of relevant interest rates. The

cropping operation competes with other major activities of the

company, such as real estate development, for this limited

supply. The amount of capital available to the farming opera-

tiozi is dependent on the farm' s profitability and the ultimate

objective of the company's owner. The case problem considers

only a portion of the whole farming unit and no reasonable limit

on capital can be separated from the company's total supply.

Consequently, no capital restriction is cons ideredin this program.



Risk and Diversification of Cropping Activities

Variations in crop yields due to natural conditions and in

returns due to price fluctuations have an effect on the profit a

farmer receives in a given year. This risk of fluctuating profit

margins should be considered in terms of how much risk is in-

herent in each particular crop, how much risk the farmer is

willing or able to stand in relation to the profit involved, and

how to mitigate risk if it is too large to be acceptable.

Crop activities considered in the problem, in comparison to

potatoes, vegetables, fruit and nut crops, are not normally con-

sidered to have high risk by San Joaquin Valley farmers. 20

Alfalfa, barley, and milo have a moderate amount of rt sk

associated with obtaining both the projected yield and price.

But if no better crop alternatives were presented, the farm's

managers would have no qualms about planting their entire

acreage in any one of these three crops. Safflower involves a

slightly higher risk than alfalfa, barley, andmilo because of a

20 The discussion of risk is based mainly on an intuitive knowl-
edge of the risks involved in producing the various crops.
This knowledge is supported by results of a quantitative study
done by the University of California, 'tRisk and Diversification
for California Crops, ' (3, p. 1-11).

39
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greater variability in prices and increased difficulty in obtaining

projected yields. If safflower's profit margin had only a slight

edge over other crops, the farm managers would be more hesi-

tant about planting their entire acreage to safflower. Sugar

beets have stable prices, but obtaining the best yields requires

intensive use of the agronomist's abilities. 21 The profit mar-

gins must be exceptional before a manager will consider putting

his entire acreage into sugar beets. Cotton, of course, is

government-supported, and acreage is controlled under most

programs. This provides stable prices, and in the case problem

there is no danger more cotton will be planted than the risks

involved in fluctuating yields and prices suggest.

Most farmers tend to mitigate risk by diversification of

their cropping activities. In the case problem it appears no

additional crop restrictions should be added for diversification

purposes for three reasons. First, there are many restrictions

already in the problem which will probably give a "more than

one crop'T solution. Second, any risk restriction at this stage

21 Beets require a high degree of personal supervision on the
part of the manager to produce a satisfactory crop. So even
though the farm manager (in the role of an agronomist) has
the knowledge necessary to grow a good beet crop, his abilities
to do so are limited by time available.



of analysis would be arbit rary and would tend to reduce the

validity of a solution found using less arbitraryrestrictions.

Third, although it would be difficult to define, there is already

intuitive consideration of risk involved when the managers set

their projected yields on crops. Fields whose past historyin-

dicated difficulty in obtaining projected yields will have their

projected yields reduced accordingly.

Federal Crop Programs

Cotton acreage is severely limited by the Federal acreage

allotment program. The Case Farm as a whole has allotments

to plant only nine percent of its total acreage to cotton. This

nine percent limit on cotton is assumed to apply to the acreage

of the East 9 and SRC operational units. As a unit of land is

sold or leased, the same percent cotton allotment of the entire

farm is usually transferred to the particular buyer or lessee

of the land unit.

The East 9 and SRC units combined have 114.48 acres of

effective cotton allotment. This allotment can be used in any

combination of amounts between the East 9 and the SRC,

41

22See Appendix II for Federa.l Regulations Governing Cotton
Production that are applicable to this problem.
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depending on what combination is found most profitable. The

necessary diverted fallow land can also be divided in any

combination deemed most profitable between the East 9 and

the SRC. The decisions on what land to leave fallow are made

without regard to where cotton is planted.

Sugar beets are also controlled by the Federal Government.

The farmerts direct connection with the federal acreage con-

trols is through his contract with the beet processors. The

Case Farm manager considers obtaining of contracts tnlimi.ted

as far as this problem is concerned.

Goals and Objectives of the Farmts Owner and Managers

The goal of the ownership and management of the Case Farm

is the simple principle of economically rational man--that the

farm be opezated to maximize profits. On the Case Farm this

goal can be pursued without consideration of sustaining the farm

family.

The owner and managers would also like to maximize present

value of future streams of income, but in the short planning

period involved in the problem, discounting the second and third year

profit margins to maximize present income value does not appear

to be necessary. In this short period the advantages of having



more or less equal returns each year outweighs having very

large returns the first year and small returns the last years,

as might occur if net profits of each crop were discounted to

present value.

43



Ill. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL: ACTIVITIES,
RESTRICTIONS, AND METHODOLOGY

Description of Linear Programming Activities

Basic Crop Activities,

To the' seven field crops originally presented for investigation

--barley, milo, barley-milo double crop, alfalfa, safflower,

cotton, and sugar beets--one noncropping activity has been added,

fallow land. Fallow landplays an active role in cropping plans

by increasing the profit margins of succeeding crops. More

important in the case problem, however, is that land which cannot

be used for cropping activities (because of certain restrictions)

will revert to a fallow activity.

As was indicated in Chapter II under "Land and Soil Char-

acteristics, " there are wide and consistent variations in yields

of crops produced on different fields. It therefore becomes

apparent that crop activities cannot be considered identical for

each field in the East 9 and SRC operational units. Table 7

presents the yields of crops on the various fields in each unit;

these yields are used by the farm's managers when they make

cropping plans. The managers also assume three distinct

44



Table 7. Yields of Crop Activities on Each of Three Fertility Units, Case Farm

* Establishment of alfalfa on the heavy soil of the SRC unit is not feasible.
** Field 8 has not been developed and no uses can be made of this land at present; therefore it is

eliminated from any other consideration in the problem for operational simplicity.

Source: Case Farm planning budgets.

Operational
unit

and fields

Total
net

acres

Soil
productivity

rating

Crop yields per acre

Barley Milo Barley-milo Alfalfa Safflower
Sugar
beets Cotton

East 9;
Fields 1, 2,
3 and 4

612 High

Cwt. Cwt. Cwt. Ton Cwt. Ton Pound

40 60 40-50 7 20 25 1, 250
(lint)

SRC;
Fields 1, 2,
and 7

294 Medium 40 50 40-45 0* 25 18 1, 125
(lint)

SRC;
Fields 3, 4,
5 and 6

339 Low 35 25 35-22.5 0* 15 14 750
(lint)

SRC; **
Field 8 27

Non-
agricul-

tural
0 0 0 0 0 0 0



fertility units in their cropping plans: uniform high fertility

on the East 9, medium fertility on fields 1, 2, and 7 of the SRC,

and low fertility on fields 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the SRC. In the

remainder of this thesis the medium fertility fields will be

referred to as the SRC 1 and the low fertility fields as the

SRC 2.

Transfer Activities

In addition to individual field crops, crop rotational pro-

cedures are a source of linear programming activities. As seen

in Chapter II (in the section on Weeds, Insects and Disease

Organisms) the farm's management has set definite limits as

part of crop rotational policy on the sequence of crops that can

be grown on a piece of land year after year.

It is assumed that this analysis applies to an operating farm,

and any time linear programming is used to solve such a problem

there must be an initial crop production system on which to

start the program. Figures 2, 3, and 4 graphically illustrate

the possible paths crop production can follow given an

initial starting condition of safflower, barley, and sugar

beets, respectively. Safflower, barley, and sugar beet acti-

vities are considered in this example, but the actual problem

46



Initial year*

First year

Second year

Third year

Bl

S/1
/\ I I\/\

S B2 B1SBS Bl

Figure 2. Rotational Sequence with Safflower as an
Initial Crop.

Initial year Blzn
First year B2 S/\/\ /\
Second year S SB Bi S

Third year SB Bi S 2 Bi

Figure 3. Rotational Sequence with Barley as an
Initial Crop.

Initial year SB/\First year Bi S/\Second year B2 S Bi/\/\ i\NThird year S SB Bi SB B2 S

Figure 4. Rotational Sequence with Sugar Beets as an
Initial Crop.

47

*Safflower = S; barley, first year after another rotation crop =
Bi; barley after a first year barley crop = B2; sugar beets = SB.
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considers cotton3 alfalfa, milo, and barley-milo double crop as

well.

It is obvious that the network system for the units under

consideration would become quite complex if all seven activities

and the fallow land activity were diagrammed simultaneously.

In order to make all possible crop activities available to the

linear program for the selection of the most profitable combina-

tion, many transfer activities are included.

Transfer activities are included for each crop activity in a

given year. The number of transfer activities is equal to and

uniquely identified with the number of separate crop activities

that can follow the original activity in the succeeding year. In

the second year the transfer activity is reduced by the occur-

rence of the crop activity it specifically represents. The reduc-

tion in the level of the transfer activity is equal to the addition

of the real crop activity. If more than two years are considered,

new transfer activities must be included in the program and

uniquely identified with each year. To explain graphically,

consider Figure 2. If SB and Bi are possible for production

the first year, then associated with SB are the transfer activities

B11 and 51, and associated with Bi are the transfer activities



S'', B211, and SB11. ---" These transfer activities are used

up as required for inclusion of Bl, B2, or SB into the crop plan

of the second year. Figure 5 shows a generalized case of this

example; Figure 6 shows the same example in a more specific

case.

In Figure 6, 100 acres of land is available, on which 25

acres of sugar beets (SB) and 75 acres of barley (B1) have been

planted in the first year (Section 1). The maximum number of

activities possible in the second year are shown in Section III.

The transfer activities are used the second year in the estab-

lishment of crop activities (Section IV). Only one of the pos-

sible combinations that will satisfy the table is shown in

Section V, i. e., 50 acres of safflower (S), 15 acres of barley

(B2), and 35 acres of sugar beets (SB).

Special Crop Activities

Given the eight basic activities (including fallow land) and

assuming the linear program model will consider more than

one cropping season through the use of transfer activities, some

special crop activities must be defined. Special activities arise

because of set seasonal requirements which cropping activities

49

23Superscript 1 identifies the transfer (crop) activities of SB and
superscript 11 identifies the transfer (crop) activities Bl.



Figure 5. A Generalized Rotational Linear Programming Table.

Restrictions 1st Year
Activities

2nd year
Actitivie s Transfer Activities

SB Bi Bi S B2 SB B11 S1 S SB11 B21'

SB(l)
B(1)

SB1

B111
B1(2)
S(2)
B2(2)
SB(2)

1

-1
1

-1
-1

-1
-1

-1



Figure 6. A Specific Rotational Linear Programming Table.

Restriction 1st Year
Activities

2nd Year
Activities Transfer Activities

SB Bi Bi S B2 SB B11 S1 S11 SB11 B211

SB(l)

Bl(l)

I.
25

75

SB1

B1U

II.

-25

75

III.

25 25

75 75 75
-

F1(2)

5(2)

B2(2)

SB(2)

V.

-o

-50

-15

-35

IV.

0

25 25

35

15
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must meet, i. e., planting dates, irrigation periods, and harvest

dates. The time periods available to perform these operations are

of varied length, depending on the growing season of the preceding

and succeeding crops in the rotational pattern. Figure 7 diagrams

both the approximate length of each operation required to grow a

crop and the length of growing season of each crop in its relation

to the other crops.

Special cropping activities also arise because of natural or

technical relationships which occur between some crops when they

are grown in specific rotational combinations.

Activities identified with the seasonality requirements of

rotations are barley following cotton, barley following a barley-

milo double crop, a double crop following cotton, and a double

crop following a double crop. These activities arise because the

harvest of cotton and the milo crop of a double crop extend far into

the fall, thus greatly shortening the time available for land prepar-

ation of barley, either as a single or double crop. Figure 8 shows

the particular activities associated with alfalfa because of its

short-lived perennial nature. The activities are: alfalfa estab-

lishment (AE), alfalfa hay mature the first year (AHM1), alfalfa

hay mature the second year (AHM2), and a short season (ARS)

or long season (ARL) alfalfa removal year.



Barley

Milo

barley - rnilo

Saffiowe

Cotton

Sugar beets

Alfalfa est.

Alfalfa mature

Growth period

Growth

Growth period

Growth
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CI I

Growth eriod
CI

Growth period

CI

Growth eriod

H and re:rowth
CI

H and regrowth
CI

Growth period
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AH A

CI

Growth period

CI I

AH A
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Figure 7. Planting, growth, and harvest periods of case problem crops.

-Winter eriod

Winter period
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D

/'_._!__i'\ Planting period
Crop irrigations period
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Figure 8. Rotational Sequence Associated with Alfalfa Activities

The crop activities derived from natural and technical

relationships include the special activities when fallow land

precedes any basic crop activity for a full season. The assumption

is that the profitability of the basic crop activity is increased by

some given amount (depending on the crop) by preceding it with

a season of fallow. A fallow land activity conserves the season's

natural rainfall, reduces the incidence of weeds and disease

organisms, and enables complete decompositionof crop residues.

It is also assumed that the positive value added by one season of

fallow land is not increased (or decreased) by any substantial

amount with additional seasons of fallow land activity. The fallow

crop activities are fallow-barley, fallow-milo, fallow-double

crop, fallow - safflower, fallow-cotton, fallow-alfalfa establish -

ment, and fallow-sugar beets.
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Other special crop activities of importance occur and will

be mentioned briefly here. When milo follows alfalfa, extra

weedcontrol measures are needed for the milo crop. When

safflower follows cotton, an extremely abbreviated set of land

preparation operations may be used for safflower at only slightly

reduced safflower yields. When cotton follows sugar beets, a

zinc soil amendment is needed to maintain high cotton yields.

Special note should be made of sugar beets hypersensitivity to

a herbicide used in cotton production, which therefore eliminates

a cotton-sugar beet sequence.

Actually, an entire set of activities occurs between other

cropping activities and sugar beets because of the rotational

requirements of sugar beets. Because sugar beets can be planted

on the same field only one out of three years, each crop activity

must include a component indicating whether or not sugar beets

were grown in the preceding year. If the crop activity indicates

it is an activity following a sugar beet crop, then sugar beets is

excluded as a possible succeeding crop activity. In the model

these facts are explicitly indicated; that is, there are activities

included for barley, milo, double crop, safflower, cotton, or

fallow land following sugar beets. The other activities, by not

explicitly indicating that sugar beets was a preceding crop, can



therefore include sugar beets as a possible succeeding crop.

Noncropping Activities

An additional activity was entered to allow for leasing of

additional cotton allotment. To lease each additional acre of

allotment in conformity with the regulations of the cotton

program (see Appendix II), a cost of $60. 00 per acre of allotment

is assumed. This cost is entered as -$60. 00, th.e profit margin

allotment lease activity in the profit function.

Description of the Profit Function

The profit function in the linear programming model is a

linear equation expressing the summation of profit margins for

each activity at the level these activities enter the model. The

objective of solving the model is to find the level at which the

activities, subject to specified restraints, enter the model to

achieve the maximum value of the profit function. The profit

margin of a cropping activity on the Case Farm equals the price

of the commodity times yield per acre of the activity less the

variable costs per acre incurred in the production of that crop.

In other words, the profit margin of the profit function is the

return per acre to the fixed factors of production: land, equity,

capital, and management.

56
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Table 8 summarizes pre-harvest costs peracre for each

crop activity considered and gives a total pre -harvest expense

for each crop. The costs presented are essentially the same as

those in the farm's planning budgets, with one minor exception.

The managers of the Case Farm considered two budgets for

barley--one when barley is planted in a rotation where barley

follows barley, milo, safflower, sugar beets, cotton or fallow

land, and one when barley is the first crop to follow alfalfa. The

latter budget allotted an extra $12. 00 per acre for removal of

the alfalfa stand. Table 8 lists the additional $12. 00 per acre

as an expense in producing alfalfa during its last or removal year.

Alfalfa expenses and returns in Tables 8, 9, and 10 are

budgeted as they occur in each year of production. When alfalfa

is produced for a three or four year period, declining yields

occur in the fourth year of the rotation. This decline in yield

has been inserted into the alfalfa, mature, second year, activity;

and its value is 2. 5 tons per acre less than the normal seven-ton

alfalfa yield per year.

Table 9 presents the harvest costs of each activity at the

custom harvest rate. Although these costs vary with crop yields,

the farm's planning budgets use an average cost figure for all

fields harvested. The figures in Table 9 are standard custom



Table 8. Preharvest costs per acre of crop activities.

1
An additional $5.00 per acre in weed control costs is incurred when milo follows alfalfa.

2 This $12.00 is essential to kill and remove the alfalfa stand before seed bed preparation for following crop can start.
3

An additional $8. 00 per acre for zinc soil amendment is required when cotton follows sugar beets.
4 At least one cultivation is required to control weeds so the full benefit of fallow can be obtained.

Crops

Seed bed
pre-
paration

Steer
Manure

Commer-
cial icr-
tilizer

Appli-
cation Seed

Seed-
in:

$2.00

Thin-
nm:

Hand
weed-
in:

Culti-
vation

Hethi-
cide

Pesti-
cide

Defolia-
tion

Irriga-
tion
water

$ 9.00

Irriga-
tion
labor

$3.00

Other
ex-
penses

$1.00

Total pre-
harvest costs

$ 62.40barley $14.00 $14.00 $13.00 $1.65 $ 4.75
milo 25.50 14.00 13.00 2.50 2.00 3.00 $ 6.75 #1 $ 5.00 8.00 7.00 3.00 89.75
barley-mile 39.50 38.00 26.00 4.15 6.75 5.00 6.75 5.00 17.00 10.00 4.00 152.15
alfalfa

establishment 30. 00 27. 00 10. 50 5.55 $ 1. 00 24. 00 6. 00 2. 50 106. 55
alfalfa mature

year 1&2 1.00 24.00 6.00 2.50 33.50
alfalfa removal

short season 12.002 1.00 18.00 4.50 2.50 38.00
alfalfa removal

long season 12. oo2 1.00 24.00 6.00 2. 50 45.50
safflower 22.25 14.00 8.50 1.50 5.25 2.00 4.00 10.50 3.00 2.00 73.00
safflower

following cotton 11.50 14.00 12.00 1.50 5.25 200 4.00 10.50 3.00 200 65.75
cotton 40.00 14.00 25.00 6.00 5.00 3.00 $15.00 $10.00 20.00 10.00 25.00 $10.00 25.00 10.00 3.00 221.00
sugarbeets 25.50 14.00 12.50 3.50 3.75 4.25 15.00 25.00 13.50 8.00 5.00 27.00 8.00 3.00 168.00
fallow 4. 00



Table 9. Harvest cost per acre of crop activities.

Cro .s

arley

barley

barley

milo

rnilo

milo

barley - milo

barley - milo

barley - milo

alfalfa establishment

mature year 1

matrue year 2

removal short

rernQval long

safflower

saff lower

safflower

safflower following cotton

safflower following cotton

safflower following cotton

cotton

cotton

cotton

sugar beets

sugar beets

sugar beets

3arley yield is listed first

Land
Fertility
Unit Yield Per cre Harvest Cost Rate

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC -2

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

East 9

East 9

East 9

East 9

East 9

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

East 9

SRC - 1

SRC - 2

40 cwt $4.50/acre plus

40 cwt 10/cwt over 1000 #

35 cwt 8/cwt to haul

60 cwt same as barley

50 cwt

25 cwt

40-cwt - 54 cwt* same as barley and

40 cwt - 45 cwt milo

35 cwt - 22.5 cwt

7 tons swath, rake, bale,

7 tons and roadside

4.50 tons $8.00 per ton

5. 25 tons

7 tons

20 cwt $4.50/acre plus

25 cwt 10/cwt over 100011

15 cwt 2O/cwt to haul

18 cwt

22.5 cwt

13.5 cwt
1/ 2

3472# seed cottc5!i $1.S0/cwt first pick.

$2. 00/cwt second plc

jl.25/cwt ginning

$1. 25/ton to dig

$1.20/ton to haul

312511 seed cotton
1/

2083# seed cottc5

25 tons

18 tons

14 tons

59

Total
Flarvett
Cost Per Acre

$10.70

10.70

9.80

14. 30

12.50

8.00

23.92

22.30

17.35

56.00

56,00

36.00

42.00

56.00

10. 50

12.00

9.00

9.90

11.25

8.55

98.08

88.28

58.85

61.25

44. 10

34.30

1
This assumes a 36 percent gin turnout.

2Eighty-five percent of the cotton is harvested at first picking; 15 percent the second picking.
Harvest cost includes hauiing.



Table 10. Gross and net returns per acre of crop activities.

60

*
Barley yield is listed first.

1
Bales are 500 pouncis.

2
Plus government support payment of $52.94 per acre and government diversion payment of $16.94
per acre of planted cotton according to the 12.5 percent allotment diversion program.

Crops
Fertility
Unit

Yield
Per Acre

Price
Per Unit

Gross

Profit
Margin

Pre-
harvest
Expense

Harvest
Expense

Net
Profit
Margin

barley East 9 40 cwt $2.25 $110.00 $ 62.40 $. 10.70 $ 3fi.90
barley SRC - 1 40 cwt per cwt 110.00 62.40 10.70 36.90
barley SRC - 2 35 cwt 96. 25 62.40 9. 80 24. 05

milo East 9 60 cwt $2. 35 141.00 89. 75 14. 30 36.95
milo SRC - 1 50 cwt per cwt 117.50 89.75 12.50 15.25
milq SBC - 2 25 cwt 58.75 89. 75 8. 00 (-39.00)
barley - milo East 9 40 cwt* same 236.90 152.15 23.82 60.93

S4cwt
barley - milo SR - 1 40 cwt as barley 215. 75 152. 15 22. 30 41.30

45 cwt

barley - snilo SRC - 2 and milo 149. 13 152. 15 17. 35 (-20. 37)
alfalfa establishment East 9 7 tons $24.00 168.00 106,55 56.00 5.45

mature year 1 East 9 7 tons per ton 168. 00 33. 50 56. 00 78.50
mature year 2 East 9 4.50 tons 108.00 33,50 36.00 38.50
removal short East 9 5.25 tons 126. 00 38.00 42.00 46.00
removal long East 9 7 tons 168.00 45.50 56.00 66.00

safflower East 9 20 cwt $5.75 115.00 73.00 10. 50 31.50
safflower SRC - 1 25 cwt per cwt 143. 75 73.00 12. 00 58.75
safflower SRC - 2 15 cwt 86.25 73. 00 9. 00 4.25
safflower

following cotton East 9 IS cwt 103.50 65. 75 9.90 27.85
safflower

following cotton SRC - 1 22.5 cwt 129.38 65.75 11.25 52.38
safflower

followjng cotton SRC - 2 13.5 cwt 77. 62 65. 75 8. 55 3. 32

cotton East9 2.Sbale4' 3S/jb lint 597932 221.00 98.08 278.85
cotton SRC - 1 2.25 bal6' $55. 00/ton 548, 132 221.00 88.28 235.85
cotton SRC - 2 1.75 bald seed 398. 722 221.00 58.85 118.88
sugar beets East 9 25 tons $13.00 325.00 168.00 61.25 95.75
sugar beets SRC - 1 18 tons per ton 234.00 168.00 44.10 21.90
sugar beets SRC - 2 14 tons 182. 00 168. 00 34. 30 (-20. 30)
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rates prevailing in the area, as indicated by the Fresno County

farm and home advisory office's cost analysis worksheets. The

harvest costs used are generally higher on the higher-yielding

units and lower on the lower-yielding units than the farm's

planning budgets suggest.

The gross incomes of the crop activities on each fertility

unit are shown in Table 10. This table also summarizes the

pre-harvest and harvest costs, and lists the net profit margin for

each crop activity. These profit margin values are used in the

profit function of the linear program.

The net profit margins illustrate that considerable negative

profits (losses) are obtained when milo, barley-milo double crop,

or sugar beets is planted on the SRC 2 unit. Because smaller

losses are incurred when the land is simply left fallow, these

activities have been eliminated from the SRC 2 linear program.

Any activity the linear programming operator is reasonably

certain will not enter the solution can be eliminated from the

program to reduce computational effort.

The final table in this section, Table 11, summarizes the

value added to a crop that has been preceded by a full season of

fallow land. Because the dollar value added is mainly a saving
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in production costs, it is assumed the same for each unit regard-

less of soil fertility. As mentioned earlier, additional values

include conservation of natural rainfall, decomposition of crop

residues, and reduction in weed and pest concentrations.

Table 11. Profit Margins of Crops When Preceded by Fallow Land

Description of Restrictions

The prime restriction in this linear program is the acreage

available for production of the specified crop activities. A total

land area of 1, 245 acres is available on the two operational units.

This acreage is divided into three fertility groups--612 acres of

high fertility soil, 294 acres of moderate fertility soil, and 339

acres of low fertility soil.

A second major restriction is the rotational practices on the

farm set by the managers. These restrictions are similar to those

Crop

Cost of
fallow

per acre

Per acre
value of
fallow

Net value
of fallowing
per acre

Barley
Milo

$4.00
4.00

$10.00
10.00

$ 6.00
6.00

Barley-milo 4. 00 10. 00 6. 00
Alfalfa estab-

lishment 4. 00 24. 00 20. 00
Safflower 4.00 10.00 6.00
Cotton 4.00 20.00 16.00
Sugar beets 4.00 15.00 11.00
Fallow 4. 00 00 (-4. 00)
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known as institutional restrictions; that is, crop activities are

limited by processor contracts, marketing agreements, or federal

acreage allotments. On the Case Farm the institution setting

the restrictions is the farm firm itself; the restricting rotational

policy is shown in Table 2. By using a multistage or dynamic

linear program, the analysis can consider all possible rotations

for a specified period of years and select that combination of

activities most likely to maximize profit for the entire period.

To find a solution that maximizes profit over a period of years

the linear program requires a set of equations expressing rela-

tionships between time periods in accordance with rotational

practices. A series of equations expressing the present state

of the production unit at the time the linear program is run is

also essential, since they provide the data on which all succeeding

years of rotational practices are based.

Availability of irrigation water is also considered a restric-

tion in the linear program. Total amounts of water available in

time periods of water use are shown in Table 12. These irriga-

tion periods correspond with the water use coefficients of

Table 4, with one exception. When a barley or barley-milo

double crop follows a cotton or barley-milo double crop, the

season for pre-irrigation is shortened. This short period,



Table 12. Water Availability in Acre Inches Per Time Period

Acre inches available to be pumped/period

Time period

Average number
of working

days

Hours/period
at 24 hours!

day

East 9 at
14. 09

ac. in./hr.

SRC 1 at
7. 73

ac. in./hr.

SRC 2 at
3. 94

ac. in./hr.

Dec 1-Feb 28 75 1, 800 25, 362 13, 914 7, 092
March 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
April 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
May 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
June 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
July 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
August 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
September 26 620 8, 736 4, 793 2, 443
Oct 1-Nov 30 50 1, 200 16, 908 9, 276 4, 728
Nov 20-Dec 10 18 432 6, 087 3, 339 1, 702
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November 15 to December 15, is considered as a special restric-

tion to production of these crops. Water use coefficients are the

same as those stated in Table 4 for a regular barley or barley-

milo double crop.

Cotton acreage limitations must be considered if any cotton

is to be produced. In accordance with the Federal Cotton Program

as outlined in Appendix II, the following restrictions are used in

this linear program. First, the total acreage which can be

planted to cotton is limited to 87. 5 percent of the Case Farmts

effective cotton allotment. This restriction operates as an all-or-

none equation in the program. Either the farm1s full cotton acreage

allotment or none of it is used; in addition, the program considers

leasing additional cotton allotments where possible. Second,

leased allotments are restricted to a maximum of 100 acres per

season. Third, a fixed percentage of the total land area must be

diverted to a fallow activity for each acre of cotton produced. For

example, if the Case Farm puts 87. 5 percent of its effective cotton

allotment into cotton production and diverts 12. 5 percent, then at

least 0. 1428 acre per each acre planted must be left fallow.

A final restriction to be considered is the availability of

equipment. The time periods of equipment use and the amount of

equipment available during these periods are listed in Table 5.
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Table 6 lists the input coefficients of equipment use in the selected

24periods.

The Linear Program Model Technique of Analysis

The basic technique of analysis in the case problem is to maxi-

mize a linear profit function,

(A)z =cX +cX +...cX
o 11 22 nn

where z equals total net profit, c. is the net return per

acre of activity, and)( is the level of each activity expressed

in acres; subject to the limitations of m linear equations in

n unknowns,

(B) a11X1 + a12X2 + ... + a1X = b1

a X +a X +...+a X =b211 222 Znn 2

a X +a X +... +a X =bml 1 m2 2 mn n n

25

Z4Because the input coefficients are arbitrarily derived and the
ease with which amounts of equipment time can be changed is
great, this restriction was checked by hand c3lculation after
the initial linear program was run on a computer.
The equality sign indicates the amount of each resource needed
to produce one acre of activity (a..) times the number of acres
of each activity (X.) must equal t1 total resource (b.). This
necessitates that some of the activities be slack to account
for resources not totally used by the real activities.



where a.,. is the amount of a resource needed to produce one
1)

acre of a particular activity, X. is the amount in acres of

each activity, and b. is the total amount of a particular re -

source available for production of the activity; with the added

condition on nonnegativity of the activities,

(C)X. o, 26/j=l, 2,...n.
The above expressions state the basic framework of a linear

program on which the computational procedure of the simplex

algorithm can be performed. Solution of the case problem,

however, requires some modifications.

Because rotation activities are considered, it is necessary

to solve a linear program which maximizes profit over a series

of time periods. The technique used can be called "dynamic

linear programming." The term "dynamic programming" as

applied to this problem could be subject to debate. It is true,

generally speaking, that the linear program describing the case

problem does not allow for expansion or contraction of some

basic elements of production such as land and capital. Loftsgard

26The nonnegativity condition simply states that no negative X.
values are possible. The statement is necessary to mainta±n
reality of the actual production process. In this case if acti-
vities represent crops a negative X. value would indicate a
less than zero number of acres tob planted. In reality this
is not possible.
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and Heady (12, p. 51-62) state that as long as the input and output

coefficients are dated to identify them with a particular time

period, the model is dynamic, at least in a Hicksian sense. In

the case problem the input and output coefficients are identified

with each stage of the planning period, and are, of course, dated.

Burt and Allison (2, p. 121-136) believe a linear program is un-

deniably a dynamic model if it considers circumstances where

tldecision making at a given stage controls the state in which the

process will be found in the following stage. 't Applying this

statement to the rotational portion of the case model, 'a given

stage" would be each crop season. When a crop activity is

selected for a season, the activity will affect the "state1' of the

land the following season, making it available for only the crop

activities defined by the rotational requirements.

Generalized expressions and verbal description of the dynamic

aspects of the case linear program follow.

(D) a1X = b

a2X = b

00 0..a. X =b.in n 1



1 1 0 0(E)a X +a1 X +... +a X -a X -O
i+11 n+1 i+12 n+2 i+1 0 ii 1

TI IT 1 '' 0 0
a. 21X + a.+22X +2

+ + a.+2 X0 - = 0

aX +a1X +...+aX-aX°=Oji n+1 jZ n+2 in 0 in n

1 1 1 1 1
(F) a.+, 1X+1 + a.+12 X1 + + a.+1X+i - a.+, 1

0

a X + a X + + a X - a+22X 0
3+21 n+2 j+22 n+2 j+Zn n+2

1
I 1 TI

aklXø + akZXO + + a' X -a' X1 =0knØ knn

a+iiX+i + a+,+2 + ... + a1X0 - = 0

t TI TI t-].
a. X +a X +... +a X -a X =0
i+21 n+2 i+22 n+2 i+Zn Ø i+22 2

a X + a X + + a X -a Xt = 0
ji n+1 j2 n+Z in 0 jn n

t
a X +a X +, +at ) at X =0

j+1 n+1 j+12 n+1 j+ln n+1 j+iJ. 1

t
' + at X + .. + a X

t
j+22 n+2 j+2n n+2 - a+22X2 = 0
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t t ' t T) t ta X +a X +. . . +a X-a X =0klØ k20 knn knn

where X1, X2, .. . X are actual crop activities,

X+r X2 . . . X0 are crop transfer activities,

X , X , .. . X are transfer activities associated with
each actual crop activity,

n =

where a , a , . . . a. are the initial actual crop activityln Zn in
coefficients,

a. a. , . . . a. are input coefficients of rowsi+ln, i+Zn
where transfer activities are created by each actual crop
activity,

a. , a. , ... a are input coefficients of rowsj+ln. j+2n kn
where transfer activities are used by each actual crop
activity,

a0, a', a2, at are input coefficients identified
for time periods 0, 1, 2, . . . t..

Equations (D) express the acreages of crop activities assumed

in production on the Case Farm when the planning period of the

linear program starts, i. e., in initial time period zero, as

denoted bya zero superscript in the equation variables.

X, X, . . . X0 are integers representing crop activities possible
0 0 0the initial year. a11, a22,.. .a. coefficients will be either onein

or zero depending on whether or not the crop activity is actually

grown in the initial period. b, b, .,. . b? represent the number of

acres of the X1, X2, . Xn crop activities in the initial period.
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Equations (E) state that the sum of X + X ... X
n-I-i n+2 0

crop activities for the first planning year must equal the acreages

devoted to activities X + X + .. . X0 in the initial time period.

The feasible activities which may follow X, X,... or X°

are represented by a numeral one coefficient (tialt values) for

the X , X ,... X crop activities. Zero coefficients in-
n+i n+2 0

dicate nonfeasible crop activities.

All of the equations are equalities because some activity

(even though it might be fallow land) must take place on land

represented initially by b, b,... b° . Fallow land is included

in the X+i, X2, ... X0 activities.

Equations (F) represent the rotations for the second planning

year just as Equations (E) represent rotations for the initial

period. All of the acreage of X1 planted in the first year must

be summed and represented as the variable activity for the

first year. All must be summed and represented as

and all X must be summed and represented as X1. The
0

1 1 1 ..- -acreages of the X1, X2, ... X activities in the first year are

then used in the rotation equation for the second planning year.

The superscript prime uniquely identify the X2,
X activities with each row of X , X , ... X: activities. This

0 2

limits the rotation to only the amount of acres indicated by

crops grown in the previous production period.
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The total restriction rows required to describe the rotation

process is

a°+a°+... +a+a +a +... a+a +a
1 2 1 1+1 i+2 j j+l 3+2

I t t t t t t+ ... ak + a.+1 + a.2 + + a. + a.1 + a.+2 + ... + a.

The total number of activities vectors is

x +x +... +x +x +x +... +xr +
1 2 n n+l n+l n+l

It
x +x +n+2 n+2 n+2 + X0 ... X

for each year of the planning period.

Other restrictions applicable to this problem are entered as

inequalities. Slack variables are entered by the computer program

to form a set of equations similar to (B) above. The coefficients

of this equation set are also dated.

Oregon State University's Control Data Corporation Model

3300 digital computer was used to perform the computational

procedures of the linear programming algorithm. The

algorithm used in the computer system is a variation of the

simplex algorithm developed by Dantzig and extended by

Orchard-Hayes and others. It is Control Data Corporation's

REGINA I. The algorithm is a primal composite, double pricing,

product form simplex (4).
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The matrix of coefficients, objective function, and right-

hand-side parameters were entered into the computer program

in the equation forms stated above. Row and vector names and

numerical coefficients were specified. Control Data Corpora-

tion's 3300 Remote Time Sharing System, MATS, was used to

enter the data equations in the computer.

Because the REGINA I has a limited output format for diag-

nosing mechanical errors, a program similar to REGINA I was

used on a partial trial analysis. This simplified program has

an output format which prints a matrix and makes row and

vector counts from the input equations. The program is small,

however, and is limited to matrices of less than 250 row names

and 400 vector names, or 1, 500 nonzero elements. The 400

vector constraint was the most severe limitation encountered in

solving the case problem. Because of this limit, the East 9 unit

was divided into four matrix files and the SRC 1 unit was divided

into two matrix files. The SRC 2 unit was small enough to be

handled in one file.

After mechanical errors were eliminated from these files

and an additional tape containing cotton restrictions for all

three units was prepared, the files were merged through a



special FORTRAN program and entered into the REGINA I

program.

The solution output of REGINA I contains a vector column

with the name of each input variable, and an amount column

which gives the current solution level for each variable in the

matrix (and for each objective variable). The D/J column

reports the reduced cost simplex evaluation (z.-c.,) for each

variable. The objective column displays the value of the

current objective function for each variable and the row column

lists all row names in the matrix. The P1 column provides a solu-

tion of the dual, and the RHS column is the value of the current

right-hand-side vector (4, p. 6. 2-6. 3).
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IV. OPTIMUM CROP PLAN FOR THE CASE FARM

Initial Condition of Linear Program Matrix

The matrix input coefficients for the linear program were

derived primarily from the Case Farm information developed

in Chapters II and III. The planning period in this linear program

evaluates the crop activities of three consecutive crop seasons.

Acreage of the crops presently being grown is first introduced

as an initial crop season. Three crop seasons plus the initial

season will cover a full cycle of rotations for all crop activities

except alfalfa. Because there is one alfalfa activity which can

be maintained for four years from establishment to removal

(Figure 7), some alfalfa acreage is included in the program's

initial crop season. Thus, the program is able to consider a

full cycle of rotations for alfalfa.

The current crop activities of the Case Farm entered as the

initial condition are:

Unit Acres planted Activity description
East 9 153 Barley, first year of a rotation.
East 9 153 Barley, second year of a rotation.
East 9 153 Alfalfa, establishment year.
East 9 153 Alfalfa, first year after establishnient.
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Unit Acres planted Activity description
SRC 1 153 Barley, first year of a rotation.
SRC 1 96 Milo, first year of a rotation.
SRC 1 45 Fallow land.
SRC 2 111 Barley, first year of a rotation.
SRC 2 110 Barley, second year of a rotation.
SRC 2 53 Safflower.

SRC 2 65 Fallow land.

The profit function of the linear program contains only

zero profit margins for the initial year. It is assumed that the

initial year's activities are fixed into the farm's present operation

and cannot be changed by the program regardless of the profit mar-

gin value. Table 10 lists the profit margin values for the three

planning years. The same value is assumed for each year in

the period. It is also assumed that no change in the value of

other matrix input coefficients or in the Federal Cotton Program

occur during the planning period.

The cotton activity included in this linear program requires

only the minimum allotment diversion of 12 5 percent of total

allotment to a fallow land activity. This program is the one

most commonly selected by farmers in the Fresno County area;

it is also the one which has proved most profitable on the Case

Farm in the past. The linear program also evaluates the
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feasibility of leasing an additional 100 acres of cotton allotment

at $60. 00 per acre per year.

The irrigation restrictions developed in the section on

'Irrigation Water Supply and Crop Requirement&' of Chapter II

are included in the linear program matrix. Because of its

arbitrary nature the equipment restriction also developed in

Chapter II is not included in the matrix. It will, however, be

considered as a restriction on the final solution. (Chapter IV,

Implications of Applying the Optimum Solution to the Case Farm).

The Optimum Solution

The REGINA I algorithm was set to maximize the objective

function of the linear program matrix describing the factors in-

volved in making crop plan decisions on two operational units of

the Case Farm. REGINA I was then run on the Control. Data

Corporation 3300 high-speed digital computer to produce the

solution in Table 13.

Table 13 indicates each activity included in the optimum

solution of the case problem linear program. The value of the ob-

jective function for all activities included in the optimum solution

is $295, 535. 51277. Broken down by years the objective function

(or return to fixed factors) is $102, 953. 10 the first planning year,

$86, 595. 94 the second planning year, and $105, 986. 55 the third



Continued

Table 13. Optimum Solution to the Case Farm Linear Program

Land
unit

Plan-
ning
year Activity description

Amount of
activity

in acres

Per acre
return

to fixed
factors

Total return
to fixed

factors
E-9 1 Alfalfa, first year after establishment 153. 03* $ 78.50 $ 12, 012.85

E-9 1 Alfalfa, removal year, short season 153. 02* 46. 00 7, 038. 92

E-9 1 Cotton, first year of a rotation 155. 17 278. 65 43, 238. 12

E-9 1 Sugar beets 150.84 95.75 14,442.93

E-9 2 Barley-milo, first year of a rotation 153. 02* 60. 93 9, 323. 51

E-9 2 Barley-milo, following cotton 155. 17 60. 93 9,454. 51

E-9 2 Barley-milo, following sugar beets 150. 84 60. 93 9, 190. 68

E-9 2 Alfalfa, removal year, short season 153. 03* 46. 00 7, 039. 38

E-9 3 Barley-milo, first year of a rotation 153. 03* 60. 93 9, 324. 18

E-9 3 Cotton, first year of a rotation 150. 84 278. 65 42, 031. 57

E-9 3 Sugar beets 308. 19 95. 75 29, 509. 19



Table 13. Optimum Solution to the Case Farm Linear Program - - Continued

Land
unit

Plan-
fling
year Activity description

Amount of
activity
in acres

Per acre re-
turn to fixed

factors

Total return
to fixed
factors

SRC 1 1 Safflower 249.00 $ 58. 75 $14, 628. 75

SRC 1 1 Cotton, following fallow land 45.00 254.72 11,462.40

SRC 1 2 Barley-milo, first year of a rotation 48. 73 41. 30 2, 016. 68

SRC 1 2 Safflower, following cotton 45. 00 52. 38 2, 357. 10

SRC 1 2 Cotton, first year of a rotation 200. 17 238. 72 47, 784. 58

SRC 1 3 Safflower 48. 83 58. 75 2, 868. 76

SRC 1 3 Safflower, following cotton 195. 84 52. 38 10, 258. 10

SRC 1 3 Cotton, first year of a rotation 45. 00 238. 72 10, 742.40

SRC 1 3 Cotton, second year of a rotation 4. 33** 238. 72 1, 033. 67

SRC 2 1 Barley, first year of a rotation 53. 00 24. 05 1, 274. 65

SRC 2 1 Barley, following fallow land 65. 00 30. 05 1, 953. 25

SRC 2 1 Barley, second year of a rotation 111.00 24.05 2,669.55
Continued



Continued

Table 13. Optimum Solution to the Case Farm Linear Program - - Continued

Land
unit

Plan-
fling
year Activity description

Amount of
activity

in acres

Profit margin
per

acre
Total profit

margin
SRC 2 1 Safflower 81.4157 $ 4.25 $ 346.02

SRC 2 1 Fallow land 28. 5843 (-4. 00) (-114. 34)

SRC 2 2 Barley, first year of rotation 81. 4157 24. 05 1, 958. 05

SRC 2 2 Barley, following fallow land 28. 5843 30. 05 858. 96

SRC 2 2 Barley, second year of a rotation 94. 70 24. 05 2, 277. 54

SRC 2 2 Safflower 105. 7157 4.25 449.29

SRC 2 2 Fallow land 28. 5843 (-4. 00) (-114. 34)

SRC 2 3 Barley, first year of a rotation 105.7157 24. 05 2, 542.46

SRC 2 3 Barley, following fallow land 28. 5843 30. 05 858. 96

SRC 2 3 Barley, second year of a rotation 110.00 24.05 2,645.50

SRC 2 3 Safflower 66. 7340 4. 25 283. 62

SRC 2 3 Fallow land 27.9660** (-4.00) (-111.86)



Table 13. Optimum Solution to the Case Farm Linear Program - - Continued

Land
unit

Plan-
fling
year

1

2

3

Activity description
Lease cotton allotment

Lease cotton allotment

Lease cotton allotment

Amount of
activity

in acres
100. 00

100. 00

100. 00

* Intentional . 01, . 02, and . 03 acre errors were added to the 153 acre fields so the fields could
be easily identified in the program solution.

** Through an unintentional error the diversion of fallow land was not considered for the activity
of cotton the second year of a rotation on the SRC 2 unit in the third planning year. This causes
the solution to indicate approximately one-half acre less fallow land than it should. The error
probably overstates total profit by no more than $10. 00.

Profit margin
per Total profit

acre margin

$ (-60. 00) $ (-6, 000. 00)

(-60. 00) (-6, 000. 00)

(-60. 00) (-6, 000. 00)



planning year for 1, 092 acres of land each year.

Figure 9 visualizes the optimum solution. It attempts to

organize the activities of the solution according to the farm's

logical field units, and hopefully it will enable the managers to

readily identify the weak and strong points of the solution. The

diagram lists the fields of each operational unit nd follows the

crops to be grown on them through each planning year. Solid

lines indicate the general flow of crops to be planted in a specific

field from one year to the next. Broken lines show flows of

changes in acreage of crops which are inconsistent with the fixed

field size. These inconsistencies in the solution are a result of

restrictions such as cotton allotment, in the program which are

not strictly tied to field sizes.

Applying the Optimum Solution to the Case Farm

The solution to the linear program may be difficult to apply

to the Case Farm exactly as it is stated in Table 13. Further

interpretation of this solutionmay help to identify specific points

which are inconsistent with the actual Case Farm situation. It

may also identify aspects of the solution which make it especially

valuable to the Case Farm's managers.
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* Unintentional error causes an understatement of fallow land by . 62 acres.

Figure 9. Optimum solution to the case farm linear program.

'
East 9 SRC-1 > SRC-2

unit

Field Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 1 Field 2 Field 7 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 Fiid 6

Planning
year

nitia
year

153.00 ac.
barley
firstyear

153.01 ac.
barley
second year

153.02 ac.
alfalfa
second year

153.03 ac.
alfalfa
establishment

153.00 ac.
barley
first year

45.00
fallow

ac. 96.00ac.
milo
first year

65.00ac.
fallow

J

53.00
safflower

ac. 111.00 ac.
barley
first year

110 00 ac.
barley
second

irs ±

year

150. 84ac.
sugar beets

155.17
cotton

ac. 153.02
alfalfa

Ir

ac. 153.03
alfalfa

3.
ac. 153.00

safflower

3..

ac. 45.00
cotton

ac.

-

96.00
safflower--

3.

ac. 65.00
barley

4.
ac. 53.00

barley
-

4.

ac. 111.00
barley

_.

ac. 81.42 ac.
safflower
+28.58ac
fa110

econ d
year

150. 84
barley-milo

ac.

I

155. 17
barley-milo

ac. 153.02
barley-milo

ac 153.03
alfalfa

ac. 200.
cotton

-
17 ac.

-
45. 00
safflower

ac.

I

48.83
barley-milo

ac.

i

94.70
barley

ac. 28. 58
fallow

--...i
ac. 105. 72

safflower
ac.

I

110. 00 ac.
barley

I

Third
year

150. 84 ac.
cotton

155. 17 ac.
sugar beets

153.02 ac.
sugar beets

153.03 ac.
barley-milo

195. 84 ac.
safflower
4.33 ac.
cotton

45.00 ac.
cotton

48.83 ac.
safflower

65.00 ac.
safflower

28. ac.
barley +
1.74 ac.
safflower
+ 27.96 ac.
fallow*

105. 72 ac.
barley

110.0 ac
barley
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The East 9

Given the matrix inputs and the linear programming method

described in Chapters II and ifi, the optimum crop plan derived

states the Case Farm should concentrate on growing sugar beets,

barley-mio double crop, and cotton on the East 9 operational

unit. The rotational sequence should be sugar beets, barley-milo,

and cotton; or cotton, barley-milo, and sugar beets. If each of

these three-year rotational patterns is followed the fourth year

by a barley-mb crop, then the rotational sequence can begin

again. Alfalfa production is apparently not the most profitable

choice; therefore, after the initial alfalfa stand is removed no

further alfalfa acreage should be established.

The SRC 1

Because the crops which should be planted on this unit, as

stated in the optimum solution, are so interrelated with those

grown on the other two units (especially the East 9), stating a

definite rotational pattern may be misleading. Safflower is the

crop best suited for production on this unit, but at times some

fields will be planted to cotton. The reasons for planting cotton

are two. First, if the most profitable rotation on the East 9

includes an excess of cotton, then the extra acreage needed will



be planted on the SRC 1. Second, safflower, like other crops,

needs a rotational crop to maintain healthy weed and insect

conditions. Cotton is profitable when produced on this unit and

makes a good rotational crop. Barley-milo is also profitable

and can be used as a rotational crop in the years when cotton is

not planted.

The SRC 2

Activities on this unit include the diversion of 28. 58 acres

to a fallow land activityin each planning year. This 28. 58 acres

complies with the 12.5 percent fallow land diversion requirement

in the cotton program selected for use on the Case Farm. Crop

activities which are profitable for production on the SRC 2 are

barley and safflower. This selection was not unexpected, since

only one other major crop activity, cotton, was possible.

However, a precise rotational pattern which was not easily

identifiable before the linear program was run is specifically

defined in the optimum solution. The rotation is barley-barley-

safflower, with the required acreage of fallow land usually

reducing the safflower acreage in the rotation. For the four years

incorporated in the case linear program the fallow land is always

followed by barley.
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General Implications Concerning Cotton Acreage s,
Irrigation, and Equipment Requirements

The optimum solution indicates that additional cotton

allotment should be leased up to its maximum programmed limit

of 100 acres. In fact, the marginal value product per acre to

the Case Farm's total profit of leasing an additional acre of

cotton allotment is $127. 20 for the first year, $130. 73 for the

second year, and $126. 34 for the third year.

The acre inches of irrigation water used in each period

were calculated by the linear program and entered as part of

the solution. At no time did irrigation water available in any

of the irrigation time periods become a limiting factor in the

selection of the most profitable crop plan. Water needed for

each period, as calculated by the linear program is described

in Table 14.

As previously stated, the number of working hours for

equipment restrictions were somewhat arbitrary in their

definition. This occurs because extra and/or larger equipment

can and at times is hired if necessary to accomplish certain

operations. Extra hours, double shifts, or even round-the-clock

equipment operations are also feasiblealternatives in some

critical equipment use periods of the year. Finally, many

equipment use periods can and do overlap in varying degrees



Table 14. Irrigation Water Required by the Optimum Farm Plan in Acre Inches -- Continued

Continued
-J

Operational Irrigation time Planning year
unit period 1 2 3

East 9 Dec 1-Feb 28 20, 435 23, 054 23, 250
March 5, 995 5, 064 5, 969
April 5, 995 5, 064 5, 969
May 4,611 7,818 5,057
June 2, 309 1,850 1, 391
July 478 4, 145 775
August 2, 003 5, 370 1, 391
September 7, 359 8, 736 8, 736

Oct 1-Nov 30 14, 796 12, 331 10, 757
Nov 20-Dec 10 6, 087 4, 225 6, 087

SRC1 Dec 1-Feb28 10,704 9,411 - 8,621
March 4, 793 4, 305 4, 793
April 2, 801 4, 433 2, 836
May 4, 253 1, 805 4, 201
June 3, 299 4, 523 3, 325
July 4, 163 1, 600 4, 102
August 4, 163 1, 795 4, 102

Oct 1-Nov 30 6, 786 8,592 8, 788
Nov 20-Dec 10 3, 339 3, 339 3, 339

SRC2 Dec 1-Feb 28 6, 278 6, 035 6, 425
March 153 396 --
April 1,792 1,597 1, 909



Table 14. Irrigation Wthr Required by the Optum .Farm Plan in Acre Inches -- Continued

Operational Irrigation time P 1 a nn i n g y e a r
unit period 1 2 3

SRC 2 - con- May 2, 443 1, 809 2, 042
tinued June 2,443 2,443 2,443

July 1,954 2,443 2,443
August 2,443 2,443 2,443

Oct 1-Nov 30 838 862 698
Nov 20-Dec 10 1, 702 1, 702 1, 702



depending on the crop activities produced. The hours of equip-

ment use needed to produce the crop activities indicated by the

optimum solution is calculated by hand and listed in Appendix III.

When this list of the actual number of equipment hours needed to

produce the crops selected by the linear program is compared

with the list of usual number of equipment hours available in

Table 5 no serious limitations appeared evident.

Analysis of Marginal Value of Products and Shadow Prices

Analysis of shadow prices of the majority of the resources

used in the Case Farm linear program yields little additional

information. However, a brief discussion will be included here.

The resource of major importance on the Case Farm is

land available for the production of cotton. The marginal value of

leasing an additional acre of cotton allotment on the Case Farm shows

a substantial increase in the farmts total profit; i. e., $127. 50 the

first year, $130. 73 the second year, and $126. 34 the third year.

The marginal value indicated in the Case Farm's owning an addi-

tional acre wouldbe the same as that of leasing the acre plus the

lease cost of $60. 00 per acre less the fixed cost of owning land. For

the three planning years owning an additional acre would thus indi-

cate profit increases of $187. 50, $190. 73, and $186. 34 for each

respective year. Shadow price analysis also indicates that
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for an acre of diverted land (or land left fallow) the Case Farm

would lose $2. 25, $2. 25, and $8. 25 in the three respective

planning years.

The secondmajor resource on the Case Farm is irrigation

water and its availability at various times during the year.

Availability of water proved not to limit the linear program

solution in any way. Therefore no calculations on the marginal

values of this resource were made.

A third resource on the Case Farm is land available for

production of crops other than cotton in accordance with farm

rotational practices. The rotational restrictions might be

simplified by thinking of them as two sets of equations. The

first equation states that X type of land results from the produc-

tion of crops x, y, and z in year one and that the sums of the

acres of x, y, and z equal the total amount of X type of land.

The second equation states that all of the X type of land will be

used in the production of crops a, b, and c in the second year.

In shadowprice analysis increasing the X type of land usually

indicates the profit which would result from productionof one

more acre of the highest value crop (in this case, cotton). The

computed shadow price for one acre of X type of land in the second

equation is usually the loss the Case Farm will suffer by not

planting an acre of cotton less the return from crop a, b, or c
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or some combination of a, b, and c. Generally speaking, shadow

price analysis provides no insights into the making of production

decisions other than to indicate cotton production should be in-

creased if possible.

The computer solution also provides a listing of the marginal

value products for certain of the linear program activities. The

marginal value products are computed for all those activities

not used in the basis of the linear program algorithm. All of

the crops of the initial and first years andmost of the crops in

the second year were included in the linear program basis and

therefore no calculations were made on them. For those acti-

vities of the second and third years which were not included

as a part of the linear program basis, values were calculated

in reference to the increases in per-acre returns to fixed

factors needed for these activities to be included in the linear

program basis. Knowledge of what is needed for an activity

to be included in the linear program basis is not veryhelpful

as only a few of the many activities involved in the program's

basis are selectedas a part of the optimum solution.



V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Summary

The primary problem considered in this thesis is the allo-

cation of a specific San Joaquin Valley, California, farm's

resources among crops produced to achieve maximum profit.

The Case Farm needed to combine established farm policies,

resource information, and marketing policies, along with

existing natural production restrictions prevailing in the San

Joaquin Valley, into one information system. This completed

system could then aid management in making proper crop and

rotational decisions. The actual information model constructed

contains elements describing field crop activity production on

three operational units of the Case Farm. The model is designed

to be solved mathematically through linear programming. It

is considered dynamic because input and output coefficients are

dated to relate them to specific production periods within a

sequence. The linear program was solved by a high-speed elec-

tronic computer and the solution process specified crops and

acreages of each which should be planted to maximize profit.

Crops were selected for the optimum solution on the basis of

returns to fixed factors of production per acre. Only a few of
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the many crops the linear program included for consideration

were selected.

The greatest value in using the developed program is that

all information available to the manager on crop production on

the units considered is combined in one model which can be solved

mathematically to obtain a prbfit maximizing solution. The

solution can be assumed as correct as the input data allow. 27

Management could combine information contained in the linear

program matrix intuitively instead of through mathematical

computation. However, such a heuristic approach to problem

solving does not guarantee a correct solution for the optimization

of profit, and the solution is no more feasible in terms of the

farms restraints than the caseTs programmed solution.

An additional purpose of the case problem was to provide

an example of linear programming of specific problems on in-

dividual farms. Identification of some problems encountered

The context in which this statement is made acknowledges two
facts. First, that the accuracy of a problem's solution
is only as good as the accuracy of the input information whether
solved heuristically or with mathematical algorithms.
Second, all restraints of the dynamic linear program were
identified during study of the Case Farm.
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in developing a program for a specific farm should be of help

to future workers. One of the more perplexing problems was

identifying each one of the great number of cropping alternatives

as an individual linear program activity. The fact that identical

crop activities on different operational units are not definable

as the same linear program activity (because of varying irriga-

tion water sources and soil fertility) contributes to the size and

complexity of the matrix. Crop rotational policies, of course,

have major importance during construction of the linear program

model, and they probably present the most difficult problem to

be encountered.

Evaluation of the Usefulness of the Case Farm's
Dynamic Linear Program

Costs of Developing and Running a Linear Program
in Comparison to the Value of the Solution

The cost involved in solving problems with mathematical

programs is divided among three categories: model and

program development, computer execution of the developed

program, and update and re-running costs.

The aim of the case study was to maximize profits by

correct selection of field crops for planting on a portion of

a San Joaquin Valley, California, farm. The development of



the model required interviews with the farm's managers, a

survey of the farm's budgets and production records, and

correlation of the farm's production practices with generalized

farm studies. The linear program developed was large--the

matrix used included 1, 658 columns and 612 rows. Even

though most of the elements of the matrix were zero, the

time required to write the equations, code them into computer

language, and eliminate logical and mechanical errors was

considerable. 28 Computer execution of the completed matrix

on the CDC 3300 computer was a complex and time-consuming

process. Allowing the linear program to select its own initial

starting base and running the program through to the optimum

solution required almost one hour of computer processing time.

Updating and re-running the case program requires a

special computer program; but with this program a few changes

in the original matrix can be made with relative ease and little

expense. The problem involved in updating is that the manager

or programmer doing the work must thoroughly understand the

input relationships as they are entered in the original program.

Putting an exact dollar value on the case program is not
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done in this analysis. Costs of developing a program on a

commercial basis will probably vary greatly with the skill and

experience of the consulting firm and the type and speed of the

data processing equipment. A conservative estimate, however,

might be $3, 000 to $4, 000. 29 This value should be used when

costs of developing and using the linear program are compared

with the values gained by the Case Farm.

The next and most important question is whether or not

this cost of developing, running, and re-running the linear

program is justified. One way to estimate the value of the

linear program as it i,s presently developed is to consider a

hypothetical example of the monetary effects the solution might

have on the farm. The solution as described in Chapter IV

eliminates alfalfa from production and substitutes barley-milo,

sugar beets, and cotton for it. Assuming the Case Farm would

have selected to plant cotton (the highest profit crop) without the

29Some firms and economists have estimated the cost of de-
veloping relatively small farm programs at about $1, 000.
A comparison of the size of these small farm programs with
the size of the units considered on the Case Farm indicates an
approximate cost of the case linear program of $3, 000 to
$4, 000.
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linear program solution, and would also have retained at

least 153 acres of alfalfa, the following increase in farm profit

could result from the use of the developed linear program solu-

tion.

A. Present Crops Produced on a 153-acre Field on the E-9:

Planning Net profit! Net profit!
year Crop acre field

1 Alfalfa, establishment $ 5.45 $ 833.85

2 Alfalfa, mature 78.50 12,010.50

3 Alfalfa, removal 46. 00 7, 038. 00

Total returns to fixed factors
for 3 years $ 129.95 $19, 882.35

B. Linear Program Selected Crops on a 153-acre Field on
the E-9:

Planning Net profit! Net profit!
year Crop acre field

1 Barley-milo $ 60. 93 $ 9, 322. 29

2 Sugar beets 95. 75 14, 649. 75

3 Barley-milo 60.93 9322.29

Total returns to fixed factors
for 3 years $ 217.61 $ 33, 294.33

An increase of $87.66 per acre or a total of $13,411.98 for the

entire 153 acres for the three-year period will accrue as returns

to fixed factors by planting crops indicated by the linear program.
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This increase alone would more than cover the costs of develop-

ing and running the linear program.

The real test of the program's worth to the Case Farm will

come only through use by the farm's managers. The primary

reason for constructing the model, it will be remembered, was

to provide a quantitative tool for analysis for the Case Farm's

managers to use in making crop plan decisions; the primary

objective of the farm is the maximization of profit. The linear

program as developed satisfies both conditions, not by radical

reorganization of present cropping systems, but by more careful

analysis of production details.

The manager can best increase profit margins on the farm

through study of the solution as outlined by the linear program

and application of advantageous information gained. A secondary

value of the developed linear program might come from its use

in the total management process. The total farm management

function of decision making, planning, and controlling could be

improved through continued use of the linear program. The

program contains a vast amount of interrelated data on production

of Case Farm crops. These data are combined in a consistent

manner each time the program is run; therefore, by making
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only minor changes and inserting them in the program, manage-

ment can test economic effects of various production decisions

on the final solution.

Limitations of the Case Farm Linear Program and
Alternative Systems Which Might Be Used

This program solution should not be viewed as a precise

predicting or forecasting tool to be used in estimating maximum

farm profit for the next three years. It is true that the linear

program identifies crop plans which should maximize profit

for the next three years, given the information from which the

model was derived. However, this information, or the model

input coefficients for the three planning years, was based on

present knowledge of all conditions involved. This assumption

is an oversimplification, for in any three year period yields,

costs, and prices, as well as production processes, govern-

ment programs and other restrictions may vary significantly.

The CaseFarmprogramts input data are based on present

knowledge and expectations, and neither the linear program

algorithm used to solve the problem nor the computer execution

of the algorithm contains any elements which will improve on

this assumption.
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If the desired objective for the Case Farm's linear program

were to make it a precise forecasting tool, then certain alter-

native programming procedures could be followed. One alter-

native would be to use statistical analysis of historical commodity

price and yield data to predict trends or averages. These statis-

tically analyzed data then could be entered as the linear program

inputs. Other alternatives include using a stochastic linear

program which would analyze variations in the program inputs, or

possibly a program designed to indicate statistically the "con-

fidence" limits of the solution.

Just as the case problem is not a precise forecasting tool,

neither is it a highly efficient simulation model. The Case Farm's

linear program was written to analyze crop activities that dove-

tail year after year, given average weather conditions, the

farm's current production policies, and present knowledge on

commodity supply conditions and government programs. The

model does not indicate crop activities the manager should

select in the event of rare or unusual future occurrences. It

is possible, however, for the case program to be used as a type

of simulation device by obtaining an optimum solution under

one set of input conditions and then re-running the program

using a new set of inputs. The two solutions can then be com-

pared to ascertain how different program inputs affect the
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profitability of the cropping system.

For example, cotton is one of the most important com-

ponents of the total profit function in the linear program solu-

tion described in Chapter III. The present program considers

the cotton activity at $0. 35 per pound for lint and with no

changes in the government program for each of the three

planning years. An alternate program might consider the

cotton of the first planning year at $0. 35 per pound for lint,

and the second and third years at a more historical average

price of $0. 25 per pound for lint. Also, some changes in

the government cotton program could be simulated for certain

planning years. If much of this type of simulation information

is desired by the farm managers, however, the dynamic linear

program should be reconstructed to form a parametric or

variable resource linear program, or, ideally, a simulation

model of the Case Farm.

The use of a three year planning period is necessary in

the case program to include the Case Farmts rotational policy,

but it does require some restrictive assumptions that a linear

program using only a single time period could avoid. The

problem is this: as the linear program inputs are selected for

each succeeding planning period in the future, accuracy and
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appropriateness of input data become less reliable. Also,

because the solutions of all three planning years are related,

the input coefficients of one year are related to and affect the

solutions of the other two years. The final effect may be to

produce only moderately reliable solutions for all three years

instead of a very accurate solution for the first year and in-

creasingly less accurate solutions for the second and third years.

Two methods other than the one used in the dynamic linear

program can consider crop rotational policy on the Case Farm.

The first method selects several possible rotations, and then

considers each complete rotation as a separate activity in the

linear program model. 30 This method also requires assumptions

about the input values which will occur at the time the last crop

in the rotation is produced two or three years after the program

is derived.

The second method expresses the rotational policy as a

percent of total land available for each crop activity. Acreage

Although this system is often used in other farm linear pro-
grams it is not feasible for use on the Case Farm. When only
six or seven rotational systems are possible, the various com-
binations can be worked out by hand; in the case problem the
number of possible combinations is far too great to be accurate-
ly hand calculated. The dynamic linear program considers
all possibilities and selects the best ones to be used.
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limitations are imposed on the crop activities by the manager

or programmer before the activities are entered in the model.

For example, if sugar beet planting is restricted to one year

out of three by the rotation policy, then the land available

for sugar beet production would be limited to a maximum of

33. 33 percent. The reason for not using this method (and

inadvertently the reason for not programming complete rota-

tion systems as separate activities) is in essence the reason

for selecting the dynamic linear program model used. A

prime objective in using a quantitative tool of analysis in crop

planning is to eliminate possible managerial prejudices ex-

pressed in acreage limitations and crop selections. If either

one of the above methods is used the optimum solution depends

heavily on management-made decisions concerning acreage

allotments. The dynamic linear program, on the other hand,

does not include predetermined acreage limitations or complete

rotation systems as activities and therefore is not as subject

to managerial prejudices.

A final limitation of this dynamic linear program is that

the optimum solution often divides the farmts fields into

smaller farming units than were originally planned by the

managers. Although the problem is relatively minor in the
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original linear program, it may be aggregated in subsequent

programs if more restrictions not specifically related to

field size are imposed on the crop activities. This problem

is somewhat negated, however, because the solution for the

first planning year will be the most important one for immediate

crop planting decisions. The program should be updated with

the most recent and accurate input information and re-run

each crop season. The present dynamic linear program

solution indicates that the originally planned field sizes

are fairly well maintained the first planning year but become

more divided in the second and third years.

If the program is not re-run each year and answers

which maintain set field sizes are desired, some form of

integer programming should be used to keep the solution

optimum within a set of fixed field size limits. A final

alternative would be to include higher production costs

as a penalty on crops whose production requires the dissection

of fields of a set size.

Until the crop plan indicated by this program is put into

use on the Case Farm, no absolute statement about the values

to be gained from using a linear program in cropping decisions



cari be made. On the basis, of conclusions made during this

study, however, it appears that use of some form of linear

programming in crop planning decisions on large California

farms is warranted.
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A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations 1/

Usual date

Barley:
Oct-Dec 15
Nov-Dec

Nov-Dec 15
Nov 15-

Dec 15

Barley following
Nov 15-

Dec 15
Nov 15-

Dec 15
Nov 20-

Dec 15
Nov 20-

Dec 15

cotton or barley-milo:

Deep disk

Build borders

Mulch seed bed 12-foot offset disk

Drill seed

APPENDIX I

12-foot offset disk

Tandom border disk

14-foot grain drill

Hours per acre
rate of accomplis1i,ment

35 DBHP 2/ 55 DBHP
Wheel tractor Crawler tractor

28

17
28

24

17

28

28

Continued

Man hours
per acre

28

17
28

48

28

L7

28

.24 .48

Operation 11 Implement

Deep disk 12-foot offset disk
Build irrigation

borders Tandem border
disk and harrow

Mulch seed bed 12-foot offset disk

Drill seed 14-foot grain drill



A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations - - Continued
Hours per acre

rate of accomplishment
35 DBHP 55 DBHP Man hours

Usual date Operation Implement Wheel tractor Crawler tractor per acre

Milo:
Nov-Apr Disk harrow 12-foot offset disk 28 28
Nov-Apr Plow 2-way moldboard 40 40
Jan-Apr List beds 4-row lister 21 .21
Feb-Apr Re-shape and

mulch beds 4-row cultivator 26 26
Apr-Jun Plant 4-row planter 23 46
May Cultivate 4-row cultivator 29 29
May Cultivate and

fertilize 4-row cultivator . 31 62
Jun Cultivate 4-row cultivator . 16 16,

Milo following alfalfa:
(Same as for milo plus the following for added weed control)
Jun Cultivate 4-row cultivator . 29 29
Jul Cultivate 4-row cultivator . 26 26

Barley-milo double crop:
Oct-Dec 15 Deep disk 12-foot offset disk 28 28
Oct-Dec 15 Build borders Tandem border disk 17 17
Nov-Dec 15 Mulch seed bed Offset disk and harrow 28 28
Nov 15-

Dec 15 Drill seed 14-foot grain drill 24 .48
Continued



A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations -- Continued

Jun 15-Jüll.
Jun 15-Jul 1
Jun 15-Jul 1
Jun 20-Jul 1

Jun 20-Jul 1
Jul 15-Aug 15
Jul 15-Aug15

Jul 15-Aug 15

Safflower:
Oct-Feb 15
Oct-Feb 15
Oct-Feb 15
Nov-Feb 15

Nov-Feb 15

Disk harrow
Plow
List beds
Re-shape and

mulch beds
Plant
Cultivate
Cultivate and

fertilize
Cultivate

Disk harrow
Plow
List beds
Mulch seed

beds
Drill seed

12-foot offset disk
2-way moldboard
4-row lister

4-row cultivator
4-row planter
4-row cultivator

4 -row cultivator
4-row cultivator

12-foot offset disk
2-way moldboard
4-row lister

16-foot spike harrow
14-foot grain drill

Hours per acre
rate of accomplishment

Barley-milo following cotton or barley-milo double crop:
(Barley operations are the same as those of barley following cotton or barley-milo. Milo
operations are the same as those of the milo part of barley-milo double crop.)

28
40
21

20
24

28
40
21

20
.48

Continued

35 DBHP 55 DBHP Man hours
Usual date Ope ration Implement Wheel tractor Crawler tractor per acre

28 28
40 40
21 21

20 20
23 46
29 29

31 62
16 16



A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations -- Continued
Hours per acre

rate of accomplishment

Continued

Usual date Operation
35 DBHP 55 DBHP Man hours

Implement Wheel tractor Crawler tractor per acre

Safflower following cotton:
12-foot offset disk
Airplane

28 28
(custom)

Dec 15-Jan 1 Diskharrow
Dec 15 -Jan 1 Plant
Dec l5-Janl Harrow 16-foot spike harrow 20 20

Alfalfa establishment:
Oct-Feb Disk harrow 12-foot offset disk 28 28
Oct-Feb Plow 2-wa,r moldboard 40 40
Oct-Feb Disk harrow 14-foot offset disk 21 21
Nov-Feb Build borders Tandem border disk 17 17
Nov-Feb Grade checks Grader 25 50
Nov-Feb Disk harrow 6-3/4-foot offset disk 50 50
Nov-Feb Spike harrow 16-foot spike harrow 20 20
Nov-Feb Plant Alfalfa seeder 30 40

Alfalfa harvest:
Mar-Sep Swath 14-foot self-propelled

swather self-propelled 25
6 times for Rake 8-foot wheel rake 26 26
each oper-Bale. Baler 14 14
ation Bale loader Self-propelled bale loader self propelled .11



A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations - - Continued

Continued

Usual date Operation

Hours per acre
rate of accomplishment

Man hours
per acre

35 DEHP
Implement Wheel tractor

55 DBHP
Crawler tractor

Alfalfa removal:
Sep-Nov 1 Disk harrow 12-foot offset disk harrow 28 28
Sep-Nov Spring tooth 24-foot spring tooth 10 10
Sep-Nov Spring tooth 24-foot spring tooth 10 10

Cotton:
Nov-Mar Deep disk 12-foot offset disk 28 28
Nov -Mar Plow 2-way moldboard .40 40
Nov - Mar Chisel 8 -foot chisel 50 .50
Nov-Mar List beds 4-row lister 21 21
Feb-Apr Re-shape beds 4-row cultivator 26 26
Feb-Apr Mulch seed bed 16-foot spike harrow 20 20
Apr Plant 4-row planter 23 46
May Cultivate 4-row cultivator 29 29
Jun Cultivate 4-row cultivator 29 29
Jun Cultivate and

fertilize 4-row cultivator .31 62
Jul Cultivate 4-row cultivator 26 26
Jul Cultivate 4-row cultivator 26 26
Nov-Dec Cut stalks 2-row stalk cutter 45 45



1 Excludes harvest operation except for alfalfa.
2 Drawbar horsepower.

A. Calendar of Typical Equipment Operations - - Continued

Usual date Operation Implement

Hours per acre
rate of accomplishment

Man hours
per acre

35 DBHP 55 DBHP
Wheel tractor Crawler tractor

Sugar beets:
Nov-Dec Deep disk 12-foot offset disk 28 28
Nov - Dec Plow 2-way moldboard .40 40
Nov-Dec List beds 4-row lister 21 21
Nov - Dec Re-shape and

mulch beds 4-row cultivator 26 26
Nov-Dec Plant 4-row planter 23 36
Mar Cultivate 4-row cultivator 29 2,9
Apr Mechanical

thin 4-row thinner 26 26
Apr Cultivate and

fertilize 4-row cultivator .31 62
May Cultivate 4-row cultivator 26 26
Aug-Sep Top beets 2-row stalk cutter 45 45



B. Rates of Accomplishment of Selected Farm Implements

Chisel 8 foot C-55 .50

Cultivator 4 row W-35 . 26 to . 29

Border disk tandem W-35 . 17

Disk harrow 6-3/4
foot offset W-35 . 50

Disk harrow 12 foot
offset C-55 .28

Harrow-spike 16 foot W-35 . 20

Harrow-spring Z4foot C-55 .10

Lister 4 row C-55 . 21

Plow, 2-way moldboard 4-16 in. C-55 .40

Thinner 4 row W-25 . 26

Grain drill 14 foot W-25 . 24

Planter 4 row W-25 . 23

Bale loader Self-
propelled 9. 9 ton hay/hr.

Baler W-35 8. 0 ton hay/hr.

Rake wheel 8 foot W-25 . 26

Swather 14 Self-propelled . 25

Stalk cutter 2 row W-35 .45
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Implement Size Power ment, acres/hour



APPENDIX II

COTTON PRODUCTION ON THE CASE FARM

A. Federal Regulations Governing Cotton Production:

Federal Regulations strictly control the acreage of cotton
planted in the United States under the 1967 Upland Cotton
Cotton Program. Under this program a cotton farmer has
several alternatives to choose from if he wants to include
a cotton activity in his cropping system.

The basic provisions of the program as they apply to the
Case Farm are:

An Effective Farm Allotment is established for each farm
from crop history and adjustments by the county ASC com-
mittee after release, reapportionment or transfer by sale or
lease.

A Domestic Allotment is established at 65 percent of
the effective farm allotment.

A Projected Yield for each farm based on land capability,
production history and modern farming practices as deter-
mined by the county ASC Committee is calculated.

A CCC Loan Rate at 20. 25 per pound middling inch,
average location, is established for all cotton produced by
qualifying growers.

A Support Payment is established at 11. 53ç per pound
on projected yield of domestic allotment.

A Diversion Payment of 10. 78 per pound onprojected
yield of diverted acres is established.

The program requires that a minimum of 12. 5 percent
up to a maximum of 35 percent of the Effective Farm Allot-
ment be diverted to conservation use, or be left fallow for
a grower to qualify for loan, support, and diversion payments.
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A participant in the cotton program must either plant
his entire domestic allotment or plant no cotton at all.

Provides for the purchase or lease of allotments up to
100 acres from other farms within counties only, unless
otherwise specified.

The Case Farm's Effective Allotments and Projected Yields.

Effective Allotments are based at 9 percent of the Net Crop
A crc s

Method of Calculating Cotton Profit Margins:

Cotton profit margins for use in the linear program are

calculated on the basis of net profit per acre of cotton actually

planted on the Case Farm. To combine both government support

payments, and diversion payments with the price received for

the lint and seed actually produced the following equations were

used:

Total Profit = (planted acres x yield lint/acre x price of lint) +

planted acres x yield seed/acre x price of seed) + (diverted

allotment x support payment x projected yield).
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Effective Domestic
Unit Net crop allotment allotment

Acres Acres Acres

East 9 612 55. 08 35. 80
SRC 660 59.40 38. 61

Total 114.48 74.41



Actual planted cotton acreage, domestic allotment, and

diverted acreage can be stated as some fixed percent of the

farm's effective farm allotment. The above equation divided

by the percent of the effective allotment actually planted to

cotton will yield profit per acre of planted cotton.

Total Profit per acre of planted cotton in a 12.5% diversion

program (1 x yield of lint/acre x price of lint) + (1 x yield of

seed/acre x price of seed) + (65%/87. 5% x support payment x

projected yield) + (12. %/87. 5% x diversion payment x projected

yield).

For a specific example consider the total profit per acre of

planted cotton in a 12.5% diversion program on the Case Farmts

East 9 unit;

(1 x 1, 250# lint 35/1b.) + (lxi. 11 tons seed x $55. 00/ton) +

(.7428 x $0. 1135/lb. x 1,100 lbs. lint) + (. 1428 x $0. 1078/lb. x

100 lbs. lint) = $609. 69.

The net profit margin used in the linear program profit function

is found by subtracting the pre -harvest cost/acre and harvest

cost/acre from the total profit per acre of planted cotton.

The case problem uses the 12. 5 percent acreage diversion

plan for the various reasons explained in the text. The graph

which follows using the East 9 production costs and yields
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of cotton shows that the 12. 5 percent plan is the most profit-

able for any price of cotton lint above $0. 30/lb. The case

problem uses $0. 35/lb. as a projected price on cotton lint.
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Net profit margirk per acre total effective allotment

Comparison of cottoa acreage diversion plants for the East 9 operational unit

$220. $240. $260.



Equipment hours needed

APPENDIX III

A. Equipment Needed the First Planning Year

Equip-
ment
class Time period

Sugar
Cotton beets Barley

Alfalfa
produc-
tion

Alfalfa
re-

moval
Saf- Total

flower hours

Total working
hours available
for equipment unit:

Heavy Oct 1 - Dec 15 134 128. 73 145 480 464
Heavy Dec 16-Apr 1 278 149 427 544
Heavy Jun 16-Jul 1 117

Heavy Oct 1-Feb 1 294 294 595
Heavy Dec 15-Jan 1 56
Heavy Nov 15-Dec 15 140
Light Mar 1-May 15 58 130 40 40 268 495
Light May 16-Jun 15 58 39 60 60 217 162
Light Jun 15-Jul 15 114 40 40 194 225
Light Jul 16-Aug 15 58 60 60 178 225



13. Equipment Needed the Second Planning Year

Equip-
ment
class Time period

Equipment hours needed Total working
hours avail-
able for equip-
ment unitCotton

Barley-Milo Alfalfa
re-

moval

Safflower
Total

Barley hours
after
cotton

after
cotton

Heavy Oct 1 - Dec 15 198 87 73 46 62 466 464
Heavy Dec 16-Apr 1 278 48 13 339 544
Heavy Jun 16-Jul 1 314 138 452. 117
Heavy Oct 1 Feb 1 94 94 595
Heavy Dec 15-Jan 1 13 13 56
Heavy Nov 15-Dec 15 87 87 140
Light Mar 1-May 15 58 40 98 495
Light May 16-Jun 15 58 60 118 162
Light Jun 15-Jul 15 114 40 154 225
Light Jul 16-Aug 15 58 233 102 60 453 225



C. Equipment Needed the Third Planning Year

Equip-
ment
class Time period

Equipment hours needed Total working
hours avail-
able for equip-
ment unit

Sugar Barley-
Cotton beets Milo

Safflower
Total

Barley hours
after
cotto.n

Heavy Oct 1-Dec 15 274 86 51 137 548 464
Heavy Dec 16-Apr 1 298 52 55 405 544
Heavy Jun 16-Jul 1 136 136 117
Heavy Oct 1 - Feb 1 103 103 595
Heavy Dec 15-Jan 1 55 55 56
Heavy Nov 15-Dec 15 140
Light Mar 1-May 15 58 265 323 495
Light May 16-Jun 15 58 80 138 162
Light Jun 15-Jul 15 114 114 225
Light Jul 16-Aug 15 58 101 159 225




